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Rose's
three
words

Dukes beat
Blue Hens
JMU is now 3-1 after 21-7 win

JMU president
explains his
'one' motto

IKE GESARIO
sports editor

TEVEN LANDRY
senior writer
If JMU President Linwood
Rose had wanted three words to
be remembered from his inaugural address, those words
would be "All Together One."
"This is no ordinary organization," Rose said in his inaugural address. "It is one filled
with hope established from positive momentum. 1 cannot help
but be optimistic about what we
can accomplish all together one."
The importance of "All
Together One" to Rose was evident throughout his 25-minute
inaugural address, as he said it
eight times, pausing each time
for effect.
Rose said in an interview with
The Breeze Friday that he sees "All
Together One" as both a description of JMU and as a continuing
goal for the university.
"I have been part of this campus for a quarter century and I
do feel that the sense of 'All
Together One' is stronger at JMU
than virtually any other college
or university in America," he
said. "That does not mean, however, that our combined sense of
individuality and unity cannot
be enhanced. In that respect, it is
a continuing goal of mine.
"JMU is a solidified entity
that is composed of many individuals. We continue to stress
the individual at JMU, but we
all share a common bond that
JMU provides. 1 suggested that
JMU should have a phrase of
its own that expressed that sentiment. 'All Together One' came
from a brainstorming session of
staff members within the divisee 'ALL' page 9

Ha AMI
Taking Care of Business
■ Students flocked to the
Convocation Center for the
10th annual Career Day.
Page 5

KATIE WILSON/photo editor
The Dukes beat the University of Delaware Blue Hens, 21-7, Saturday night. JMU is now undefeated in Atlantic 10 play.

The stats say JMU was outplayed. Delaware ran more than
twice as many plays (96 to 47),
had more than three times as
many first downs (25 to 8), and
racked up more than twice as
many offensive yards (352 to
172).
The scoreboard told a different story. When the final whistle
blew at Bridgeforth Stadium on
Saturday night, the Dukes were
the team celebrating a 21-7 win
over the seventh-ranked Blue
Hens.
The win, JMU's first over a
ranked opponent since September 1997, puts the Dukes at the
top of the Atlantic 10 standings
with a 3-0 conference record.

"It feels good," JMU redshirt
junior cornerback Mark Coates
said. "Since I've been here, we
hadn't beaten Delaware. It's
been a long time coming for this
team. This win probably puts us
on the map."
The big play of the game
was made by Coates with
under five minutes remaining
in the first half.
Delaware, facing fourth-andgoal at the Dukes' one-yard line,
opted to go for the touchdown.
Blue Hens junior quarterback
Matt Nagy Ux>k the snap, rolled
to the left and tried to pitch the
ball to his running back. However, Coates got his fingertips on the
ball, which bounced off the turf
and right into the cornerback's
hands. Coates sprinted 94 yards,
see DUKES page 9

'CommUNITF spreads at JMU
Festival involves Harrisonburg residents, students working together

S

ARAH SUMMERS
contributing writer

Hundreds of JMU students and members
of the Harrisonburg community attended the
first CommUNITY Fest throughout campus
Saturday afternoon.
The festival began around noon and
ended shortly before the football game. CommUNITY Fest was organized with the intent
of having members of the Harrisonburg community and JMU interact and showcase some
of their groups and organizations.
"The CommUNITY Fest was a combined
effort between the Student Ambassadors,
Student Affairs and the President's Office,"
said Rick Larson, the associate vice president
of student affairs. "The CommUNITY Fest is
a way JMU can reach out to the Harrisonburg
community and say thank you for their support to JMU." JMU honored the mayor of
Harrisonburg, Rodney Eagle, with a plaque
after the first quarter of the football game to

"The CommUNITY Fest
is a way JMU can reach
out to the Harrisonburg
community...
Rick Larson
associate vice president of student affairs
thank the citizens for their support of JMU.
Organization for CommUNITY Fest
began in January, after Scott Rodgers, president of Student Ambassadors, came up with
the idea.
After Rodgers developed the idea, he had
to present it to Mark Warner, vice president
of student affairs. Warner then presented the
idea to JMU President Linwood Rose.
Junior Laura Marusa, coordinator of the
CommUNITY Fest, said, "[Dr.] Warner was

very supportive and enthusiastic about the
idea. He has been involved throughout the
process. [Dr.] Warner then had to present the
idea to the president, who also felt that the
CommUNITY Fest was a good idea."
The idea became a reality this Saturday.
Kids were running from game to game in a
frenzy to participate in each and every event,
while parents talked and mingled amongst
JMU students. Some of the activities that
were offered include: arboretum tours, planetarium shows, children's activities (such as
Velcro Jumping, sumo wrestling. Funky Boxing and a Moonwalk), a Red Cross Blood
Drive, members of Army ROTC rappelling
off Eagle Hall, a children's art show in Taylor
Hall and performances by three of JMU's a
cappella groups.
"There are many events acceptable to
JMU students and the Harrisonburg community," Larson said. "A lot of the games are

'Most of Us' Are Skeptical

Winning Weekend

Marketing campaign reveals some
shocking statistics about alcohol abuse
— but are they believeable?
Pages 20-21

The JMU volleyball team, coached by
Chris Beerman, left, swept William &
Mary and Virginia Commonwealth this
weekend. Page 23

see FESTIVAL page 9

Art House
■ Two seniors are displaying
their work about femininity
and humanity in Zirkle House.
Page 15
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ELISSA FORREST
police reporter

An unidentified white male was
allegedly taking his clothes off and
attempting to get into bed with a
resident in Dingledine Hall on Sept.
23 at 5:30 a.m. He left when the
resident woke up.
The intruder was described as
college age, approximately six feet
tall and 180 pounds, dark brown
hair and brown eyes.
The room was unlocked at the
time of the incident.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Destruction of Public Property
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
rammed a 4X4 pressure treated
timber
through
tempered
double pane quarter-inch safety
glass between Sept. 22 at 11 p.m.
and Sept. 23 at 7 a.m. in the
mechanical room of the Tri Sigma
sorority house.

The damage is estimated at
$500.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
damaged a Greek Row bulletin
board, ripped off posted bulletins
and discarded them on the ground
on Sept. 24 at 3:55 a.m. on Greek
Row.
The subjects were judicially
referred by a JMU officer on patrol
who reportedly observed the
activity.
Underaged Possession of
Alcohol
• Todd Destwolinski, 20, of
Derwood, Md., was arrested and
charged with underaged possession
of alcohol on Sept. 23 at 12:16 a.m.
on the Quad near Jackson Hall.
Violence to Persons/Violation
of JMU Alcohol Policy
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for violence to persons and
violation of JMU alcohol policy on
see POUCE LOG page 7
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FIJI decorates cars for charity
Fraternity philanthropy allows students to paint donated vehicles
donate money to the National the National Kidney Foundation
DRIANA JOUVANIS
Kidney Foundation but could and raising awareness on camcontributing writer
paint the cars without donating, pus," senior FIJI member Bobby
Students vandalized cars this he said.
Donnan said.
week to help raise money for the
"It got messy, but it's not
The brothers of FIJI were
National Kidney Foundation of every day that you get a chance responsible for the security of the
Virginia. Phi Gamma Delta (FIJI) to paint all over cars and do it for cars while they were parked on
held the fund-raiser on a good cause," said sophomore the commons, and at least one
Wednesday and Thursday.
Karen Folger, who participated brother was on watch at all
The National
Kidney in the event.
times. Tuesday and Wednesday
Foundation's Kidney Cars
In addition to FIJI, local mer- nights a brother slept in each of
Program accepts donated auto- chants from the Harrisonburg the cars.
mobiles from the community, community helped make this
"It was pretty cold and we
which are then given to organi- event happen. Hensley's, Black got a lot of funny looks but it
zations that wish to raise Brother's Painting and Wall wasn't that bad," junior FIJI
money for the foundation. FIJI Coverings, and John Lyons member Brian Cassidy said.
dubbed its fund-raiser, "Paint Paint Store donated the paintNow that the fund-raiser has
Fiji's Cars."
ing supplies.
concluded, the decorated cars
"We heard about this activiThe cars were donated to the will be scrapped and the remainty from our graduate adviser," Kidney Car Program by Scott ing parts sold. The money made
junior FIJI member Chris French of F &K Auto, Fuller from the parts will go to the
Fuller said.
said.
National Kidney Foundation of
Sophomore FIJI member
Along with the opportunity Virginia.
Chris Lupton said, "It seemed to paint Fiji's cars, literature conIf the event is deemed suclike a creative event that would cerning kidney disease, kidney cessful by both the National
attract people's attention, prompt treatment, organ donations and Kidney Foundation of Virginia
them to contribute money and at the National Kidney Foundation and FIJI, it could become an
the same time have fun."
were made available for stu- annual event for the fraternity,
The event drew in more than dents.
Fuller said.
$250 and hundreds of students
"Although 1 personally don't
For more information on kidparticipated, FIJI President know anyone with kidney dis- ney disease or the National
Steven Luttrell said.
ease, it still felt good to con- Kidney Foundation call 1-800Students were encouraged to tribute my time in helping out 622-9010.

A

XKIS THOMASIcimirihuiiiiK photographer

Phi Gamma Delta (FIJI) fraternity allowed students to vandalize
donated cars on the commons to raise funds for their philanthropy.

New Bluestone fee
High demand leads to optional reservation fee

PATRICK HQRSThtaff photographer

Duke Dog pumps up the Bridgeforth Stadium crowd, 10,200
people strong, at Saturday's football game.

"■

FRISTEN PETRO
^contributing writer
The only way to guarantee
having a copy of The Bluestone in
May is to pay a $1 fee while getting a yearbook picture taken.
The Bluestone staff plans to
use the new yearbook reservation policy to raise money to buy
more yearbooks this year and
encourage students to get their
pictures taken.
The yearbook is funded
through the JMU Media Board,
which dispenses money to various campus publications. The
money is composed of student
fees and is allocated by the
University Student Fees
Committee. However, the system was set up to keep publications independent from SGA
control. The Media Board is a
group of student representatives
from WXJM, The Breeze, gardy
loo!, The Bluestone and faculty
members from various departments and is chaired by Richard
Whitman, dean of the college of
arts and letters.
According to Jeff Morris, editor-in-chief of The Bluestone, the
University Student Fees
Committee allots the Media
Board a lump sum and the
Board decides how much goes to

the four media organizations.
"There is not enough money
to guarantee a yearbook for
every student," said Leah Bailey,
creative director of The Bluestone.
"We have to find alternative
ways to get the money.
Hopefully the $1 will help a little. We also sent letters to parents
for donations."
The number of yearbooks
ordered each year increases by
200 to 300, depending on enrollment, Bailey said. "This year it
could increase even more
because it is the millennium,"
she said.
Last year there weren't
enough yearbooks to meet student demand. Morris said they
ordered 8,200 yearbooks last
year. If every JMU student had
wanted a yearbook, they
would've have been 6,124 short.
"There was more demand for
the books and we also added an
additional distribution sight,"
Bailey said. "We will order at
least 8,500 yearbooks and then,
depending on the number of
books reserved and on the cost
of the book, we may order up to
9,000.
"We have to see what money
we have to play around with.
We will order as many as we
can."

The yearbook staff also hopes
this new policy will encourage
more students to get their pictures taken. About 2,700 students got their picture taken last
year. "That is not very many,"
Bailey said. "We are expecting
3,000 this year."
Bailey said students can pay
to reserve their yearbook where
they have their picture taken or
can simply pay the $1 to reserve
a book.
Some students said being
able to reserve a yearbook still
will not motivate them to get
their picture taken and pay the
extra dollar.
"As long as you have the initiative to get a yearbook, you
will be there early enough to get
one," junior Darcey Ohlin said.
"There is no need to pay extra
money."
Junior Ross Bauer said he will
not pay the reservation fee
either.
"1 normally get my picture
taken anyway and I will not pay
the extra dollar because I have
never had trouble getting a yearbook before," Bauer said.
Sophomore
Amanda
Gammisch disagrees.
"It is only $1 and that is not
that much money," Gammisch
said.
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Fresh Baked Bagels.
Cinnamon Buns
Muffins & More
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A PARTY BAGEL
IS A MUST FOR
TAILGATING
20" Party Bagel - $38.99

Do You SpiderP

Feeds 26 People. 3 Meats
& 1 Cheese
2 Convenient Locations

BUY 7 BAGELS
GET 2 FREE
EXPIRES 10-30-99

MySpider.com

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
EAT IN OR CARRY OUT
Store #1

Store #2

Market Square East

1731 s. High St.

Search, save, and
share your web research

163*37 East Market St. Harrlsonburg, VA
Harriaonburg, VA
Phone 540-564-0416

Phorte: 432-1386
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Plan your next social event at Key
West Beach Bar & Grill. Key West
offers on and off premls catering as
well as delivery for large groups.
Sunday and Monday evening Key West
is available for private parties.
'Ask About Our God Father Formal
Call (or Details: 433-5895
20 West Mosby St.
Harrisonburq. VA 22801

^^International Week ^^
ttLoi^At wteiiC 14. Sept. 25-Oct. 2
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Schedule of Events
Today, Sept 27

If your pet could
choose a health plan,
it would be at
Valley Vets

•International Flag Display
Commons, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
•Study Abroad Fair
PC Ballroom, 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

Tues. Sept 28
•International Opportunities for Faculty
Taylor 303, 5 p.m.
Foods of Asia, Gibbons Hall, Line 4
•International Dance
PC Ballroom, 7:30 p.m.

•Stable Roots
The commons, 12p.m.-1 p.m.
•Intro to Tai Chi
Taylor 405, 7 p.m.

Wed. Sept 29
•International Marketing
Taylor 306, 3:30 p.m.
•JMU Women's Soccer Game
Resevoir St. Fields, 7 p.m.
•The Peace Corps comes to JMU
Taylor 404, 6 p.m.

Thurs. Sept 30
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal* Medical
Surgery • Boarding •
Grooming

433-VETS
(8387)

498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

•Washington Toho Koto Society
The College Center, 8 p.m.
•JMU Mine Action Info Center
Taylor 309, 5 p.m.
•Harrisonburg Refugee Resettlement Panel
Taylor 404, 7 p.m.

d W

Fit, Oct. 1
•Africa Drum Festival
The commons, 12 p.m.-1 p.m.

Sat, Oct. 2
•JMU World Cup Soccer Tournament
UREC Soccer Field, 12-6 p.m.
•JMU Men's Soccer Game
Resevoir St. Fields, 7 p.m.

Questions? Visit wwjmu.edu/in^
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Students flock to Career Day
Numerous companies set up booths at Convo to seek out employees
"We believe in a mutual selection
process in our company where we decide
we feel someone is a match with us, and
they feel the same way," Brown said.
Phillip McGee, vice president of
Travelers Property Casualty (TPC), said
his company has had excellent results at
finding JMU students well-suited for their
job openings on previous Career Days.
TPC has been attending Career Day since
it began 10 years ago.
"We like to go back to where we've
had good results in the past in finding
employees and JMU is one of those
places," McGee said. "We hope to hire
additional young people to bring into the
company while we're here."

nationwide.
"We began to get teased for having
so many jMU alumni in our company,
and other employees were complaining,
Droves of students searched for jobs
so we had to begin more actively recruitand internships Thursday at the
ing for our department at other focal colConvocation Center during the 10th
leges," Hoist said. "However, we told
annual Career Day.
other departments in Sprint about how
The department of academic advising
good JMU students are, and began hirinvited 150 companies to JMU to set up
ing JMU students in other departments
booths to discuss opportunities for stuas well."
dents to find jobs and internships. This
Hoist said he feels JMU students
year's career fair was one of the larger
have their feet on the ground and are
ones ever held at JMU, Career Day coormore mature in comparison to other coldinator Karen Young said.
lege graduates.
"We wanted to give students from
"We have found that JMU students
freshmen to seniors the opportunity to
are good workers because the faculty
i<i
interact with companies so they can
JMU grad""! such a
obtain information about possible career uate and curgood
job
paths and the positions they have avail- rent
TPC
explaining the
able," Young said.
recruiter Tim
work ethic we
"We hope students attending the day Hutton, said
need," he said.
will begin networking, information gath"We continue
ering and possibly setting up interviews," at a career because the faculty does such to
attend
she said.
Day when he
.
Career Day to
The department of academic advising was a student a good job explaining the
maintain the
invited companies seeking to fill a variety nine years
relationship we
yy
of positions. The companies varied from ago.
have at JMU
First Health Services, Inc., and AT&T to
"I interbecause it is by
Toys "R" Us and Wal-Mart.
Henry Hoist far our best one
viewed at
"This day is set up for all majors and Career Day
development manager for Sprint in
recruitthere are a lot of companies here looking just for the
ment."
for all different kinds of people," Young experience when I attended JMU, and
Young also said faculty members
said.
one thing lead to another and I ended up play a large role in the success of Career
Virginia Asset Management (VAM) being hired," Hutton said. "1 plan to Day.
came to Career Day in search for full-time share my positive experience with current
"The faculty is wonderful about talksales associates.
JMU students while I'm here so they real- ing to employers and getting them
"We are looking for enthusiastic, intel- ize that this type of networking does interested in JMU students," Young
ligent, well-spoken, well-dressed, self- work."
said. "We are all working together and
motivated and self-driven students to fill
Sprint has been attending Career Day it really helps to bring in the best opporthe positions we have available," VAM for the past five years and has become the tunities for our students."
recruiter Susan Brown said.
largest recruiter for JMU students, said
JMU graduate and software engineer
She said they were hoping to inform Henry Hoist, development manager for for Sprint, Scott Ryman, said he came to
students about their company and take Sprint. The company has about 28 former Career Day to recruit in order to give
back a stack of resumes to find people JMU students employed in the area and something back to JMU.
they feel will fit with their company.
about 70 employed in the company
"I think it is good for the students to
see that other JMU students have landed
a job in our company," he said.
Quad Graphics, a printing company
.-*
*-^——
based in Wisconsin, attended Career
Day for the first time this year. They
came on a recommendation from a conJMrnoH
tact in Northern Virginia.
*M
•
"We came mainly to get exposure
and to get our name out there in this
area," Quad Graphics recruiter Leslina
Moran, said. "We are new to the East
Coast and since Virginia is so central on
>
** 8 ^HHBPP'^^^^^x
the coast, we thought it would be helpful to attend this event and inform students about our company."
Senior management major Andrew
Diffin plans to graduate in December
and attended Career Day in hopes of
^ 1 V*£
finding any field of management not too
•
heavily involved in technology.
"There looks like there are a lot of
opportunities here for me," Diffin said.
"I hope to leave a number of copies of
my resume. I'm looking for that perfect
>;
m
match while I'm here today, and if 1 happen to find one that meets all my needs,
i'll go all the way for it."
Senior CIS major Mike Harar was
looking for a company involved in technology.
"I have talked with eight companies
XRIS THOMASIconlribulinx photographer
and they have all been very helpful and
Senior Julie Harris (left), an international business major, speaks with Lauren Baran,
friendly," Harar said. "I left resumes
a representative with Marriott and a senior at JMU. The university invited ISO comsee CAREER page 7
panies to the career fair to talk with students about jobs and internships.
ANGELA HAIN
staff writer

We have found that JMU
students are good workers

work ethic we need.
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CINDY TmKVM.wnior phoioHmpher

Taylor Down Under will be busy this week,
hosting a number of activities for students.

TDU begins
event-filled
week today
L
AURENSTARKEY
contributing writer

TDU Week, an annual promotion for
Taylor Down Under, kicks off today and
runs through Friday, offering a variety of
entertainment for students.
Events include everything from black
light billiards to poetry readings and
everything is free, TDU assistant Bryan
Watts said. He said the idea is to attract
more people to TDU and those who may
not know about what it offers. He said its
popularity has picked up further into the
semester.
"There's a lot more students this year
and we're expecting even more after TDU
week," Watts said.
Some of the events being offered for the
first time include ballroom dancing, where
students can learn swing and salsa, and the
black light billiards room, which will be
held at the Corner Pocket in TDU (see
below for a complete list of events).
And regular events, such as the
Tuesday Open Mic Night, are also being
held. At Open Mic Night, students can
participate in anything from poetry readings to guitar playing.
Junior Ester Howard, one of the student
managers at TDU, said TDU will "continue on the rest of the year with different
promotions including free billiards, and
we're probably going to try the ballroom
dancing again if it's successful during the
week."
Sophomore Anthony Quartieri, said, "I
love the Open Mic Night so I'll probably
see what else is down there."
MONDAY
6:30 to 8:30 p.m., ballroom dancing
8 to 10 p.m., classic movie, "The
Manchurian Candidate," 8 to 10 p.m.
TUESDAY

8 to 11 p.m., Open Mic Night
WEDNESDAY
7 to 11:30 p.m., musk on the stage,
including T.J. Johnson, Thea, Rick Hill and
Brandi Weiss
THURSDAY
Noon until 1 p.m. Lunchtirne Jam,
Noon until 6 p.m., free pool at the Corner
Pocket, including black light billiards
7 to 10 p.m., game night at the Comer
Pocket, including tournaments and a large
game of Pictionary
8 to 11 p.m., local bands on stage
FRIDAY
Noon to 1 psn., open poetry readings
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Come join the gang
at Spanky's for
football
every Sunday
& order

20 W. Water St.,
Harrisonburg
Mon.-Sat. 10-8 p.m.
Call for directions

433-5550

New Release Sale
Tonight
at Midnight

"WHAT THE GANG ORDERED
(24" sub only $8.00)
ABC ON!

NEW

Creed

Indif o Girls
Method Man/Redman
Stinf
m Guster
• LOSt BOyZ

m Our Lady Peace
Low, low prices on new & used cDs.
Dozens of giant import posters.
Free 12-Month Calendar/Planner with any purchase.

Graduate/Professional School Fair
GRADUATE SCHOOLS
American University
School of Education
School of International Service
School of Public Affairs
College of Arts and Sciences
Bea\cr College
Catholic 1 in., ■ vi
Collet'of William & Man
Graduate School of Business
School of Education
Masters of Accounting Program
fhonun Jefferson Program in Public Policy
Columbia Biblical Seminar) & School of Millions
Drev. University
Dreiel Universit)
East Carolina 1 nnersity
East Tennessee Slate I niversify
Eastern Mennonitr University
Eastern Virginii Medical School
Graduate Art Therap\ Program
Elon College
Frost burg Stale University
George Mason Unitersit)
The Institute of Public Policy
Arts A Sciences
George Washington Universit)
Graduate School of Education A Human
Dewlopmcnt
School of International Affairs
Georgetown Universit)
Hampton Universit)
Harvard Universit)
Divinity School
James Madison Universit)
College Student Personnel Administration
Graduate School
Marshall I niversit)
Marymount Universit)
Old Dominion I niversity
Pittsburgh Theological Seminar)
Kadford Universil)
Urgent University
Shenandoah Universil)
St. John's College
Trinity College
School of Professional Studies
University of California, San Diego

Graduate School of International Relations A
Pacific Studies

aft.

University of Delaware
School of Urban Affairs and Public Policy
College ofH R.. Education A Public Policy
Universit)' of Maryland. College Park
University of New Hampshire
University of Pittsburgh
Graduate School of Public A Inter 'I Affairs
Universit) of Virginia
Graduate School of Arts A Sciencts
\ andrrhili I niversit) Divinity School
Virginia Commonwealth University
Graduate School
School of Business
Virginia Tech
Wright State University
Department of Psychology
Vale University
DIM nil\ School

LAW SCHOOLS
American Univcrsits Washington Coll. of Uass
Appalachian School of Law
Catholic I niMnin of America Columbus
School of Lass
Chapman University School ol List
College of William and Man
George Mason I niversity School of I avv
George Washington I niversity Lavs School
Howard University School of Lass
Mercer I niversity Walter F. George School of Lass
Ncss England School of LassOhio Northern University College of Lass
Pean. State I niversity Dickinson School of Lass
Regent University School of Lass
SaintsLouis University School of Lass
Samford University Cumberland School of Lass
Scion Hall University School of Lass
Suffolk I niversity Lavs School
Temple University Beasles School of Lass
Tulane University Lass School
I niversity of Dayton School of Lass
University of Maryland School of Lavs
University of Richmond School of Lass
University of Virginia School of Lass
Villanova University School of Last
Wake Forest University School of Lass
Washington and l.ec University School of Lass
Western New England College School of Lass
W'idener University School of Lass
Yeshiva University Benjamin V Cordozo
School of Lass

Sponsored by
Academic Advising
and Career Development
- X6555 or X7995 *

Friday, October 1
llam-2pm
Convocation Center
MEDICAL and HEALTHRELATED PROGRAMS
Case Western Reserve University. School of Dentistry
Chatham ( olletje. Graduate Health Sciences
George Washington University. School of Public Health &
Health Services
Johns Hopkins University. School of Nursing
Ness York College of Podiatric Medicine
Ohio College of Podiatric Medicine
Pennsylvania College of Optometn
Southern College of Optometrv
St. George's University Medical School £
Veterinary School
The University or Medicine & Dentistry of NJ. School of
Osleopathic Medicine
Virginia Commontsealth University School of Medicine
West Virginia School of Osleopathic Medicine

Schools Listed under General Graduate
Schools
Beaver College - Physical Therapy A Physician Assistant
East Carolina University - Medical School, Occupation
Therapy. Physical Therapy, Phvsidan Assistant
Elon College - Physical Therapy
Ccorgrtotsn University School of Nursing
Marymount University - Health Care Administration.
Physical TherapyOld Dominion University - Physical Therapy

KESOl R( K CENTER
kaplan Educational Center. I ntnmcc lesl AfltlicaUon packets. Graduate
VIHH.I hi.cvioMcv („aduau- Program Material. You Can Talc, \A<T> and
Kaplan stall as auabtc io atumsv ou -si- n I
Continuously Running Shuttle
Bus stops at Vimer, Warren, Godwin. Shovvker,
CISAT, to Convo Center

POLICE LOG, from page 2
Sept. 23 at 12:16 a.m. on
the Quad near Jackson
Hall.
Assault and Battery
• Nancy D. Barnes, 40, of
Broadway, a former JMU
parking employee,was
arrested and charged with
assault and battery after
an incident in Shenandoah
Hall on Sept. 22 at 8:07
a.m.
The former employee
reportedly became angry
after being terminated and
slammed
open
the
entrance door, hitting a
customer as she entered.
She then reportedly
shoved the customer out
of her way and made a
declaration of threats
against her former fellow
employees.
Sheriff's
deputies
arrested the accused at
her home and later
incarcerated her due to the
threats.
• Todd Destwolinski, 20,
of Derwood, Md., was
arrested and charged with
assault and battery on
Sept. 23 at 12:16 a.m. on
the Quad near Jackson
Hall.
The student
was
allegedly intoxicated and
attacked a campus cadet
on patrol who reported him
to officers.
The matter is still under
investigation.

Indecent Exposure
• An unidentified white
male allegedly committed
a perverted act of indecent
exposure on Sept. 22 at 2
p.m. in X-lot.
The subject reportedly
pulled up next to two JMU
students walking in the
north end of X-lot and
exposed himself.
The
subject
was
described as having brown
shoulder-length hair and is
in his mid-20s.
Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly stole a hang tag
from an unsecured vehicle
on Sept. 22 between 6:30
a.m. and 2:20 p.m. in Otot.
Possession of False
Operator's License
• Todd Destwolinski, 20, of
Derwood, Md., was arrested and charged with
possession of a false
operator's license on Sept.
23 at 12:16 a.m. on the
Quad near Jackson Hall.
Number of drunk in public
since Aug. 28:11
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Aaaggh! Too much stress
Serenity elusive for many Americans; survey identifies major stressors
r
1
1/ AY
AY HARVEY
HAKVLY
^ Knight-Ridder Newspapers

The news of the day is r-e-e-ea-1-l-l-l-y stressful, Americans
say. But flip the TV channel to
Martha Stewart
making
cupcakes in the shape of
presidents, and you're ready to
declare war yourself.
In the stressed-out '90s,
finding serenity is the new
American dream. But it's
elusive. Big-time stress pops up
in places you might least
suspect, according to a
nationwide survey.
TV news triggers stress for 27
percent of respondents. But it's a
warm fuzzy compared to
"Martha Stewart Living," said
51 percent.
Watching their kids' Little
League game is as agonizing as a
trip to the dentist, respondents
said. And monthly financial
woes aren't half as nerve-racking
as a visit from the in-laws.
Illuminations, a California
company that makes and
markets candles — touted for
their stress-relieving qualities —
commissioned the survey to find

1
out what most stresses people,
people. i
Company officials found the
STRESSED OUT
results somewhat surprising.
WHO: Americans in the'90s
"They were amused, let's
WHAT: Feeling the stress
say," said Bonnie Dahan, the
Among the most stressful
company's vice president of
things for Americans are:
marketing.
• TV news
The survey, conducted in June,
• "Martha Stewart Living"
polled 400 Americans, some by
• Watching their children's
phone and others face to face. It
Little League Games
unveiled these attitudes about
•
Annual occasions, including
what gets folks biting their nails:
Thanksgiving and Tax Day
TV newswatchers consider
sports the most stressful
segment. Crime is next, followed
by medical news. Viewers who wearing yesterday's underwear.
watch the morning news
As for conversation, men were
showed up twice as stressed as most rattled by talking to their
radio listeners who tune in to kids, which jumped ahead of a
chat with the boss. Most stressful
Howard Stern.
In the occupational realm, for women: a talk with their
housewives reported being the child's schoolteacher.
Nonsmokers reported more
most stressed out, followed by
stock-market traders, doctors stress than smokers.
And is sex stressful? Three
and computer programmers.
People in suits were less likely to times as many men as women
report being stressed than said it is for them.
The most stressful time of day
workers wearing casual clothes.
emerged
as 8 to 9 p.m., picked by
Folks who have pagers rated
themselves as more stressed than 43 percent of respondents. And
those who don't. Men rated just as in their nostalgic school
body odor most stressful in the days, 61 percent ranked Sunday
hygiene department. Women night as the most stressful time
said they fret most about of the week. Because of its spot

Career Day
opens eyes,
possibilities
CAREER, from page 5

everywhere I visited and plan to do recruiting
online from this point."
But not all of the students attending Career Day
were seniors with the pressure of graduation
looming over their heads.
Freshman SCOM major Katie Thomas
attended the event in hope of finding internship opportunities.
"I am planning to go to law school and 1 am
looking for internships in the law profession, as
well as opportunities to meet people in the career I
choose," she said.
Some students became more discouraged by the
end of the process of finding job opportunities.
Senior SMAD major John Schnabel attended
Career Day looking for possible jobs in multimedia or graphic design.
"1 talked with J.C. Penney and they were pretty
cool. They had opportunities in web page design,"
he said. "But I really did not find anything that
was directly in my field."
Young said he hopes to see many of the companies who attended Career Day return to JMU
again in the future.
"Different companies call us and see that we
know our students, and when they ask us what
JMU students are looking for in careers, we can tell
them," he said. "It makes the companies want to
come back."

in the wake of Monday-morning
shock, Monday afternoon gleaned honors as least stressful.
Respondents were most likely
to be on edge for these annual
occasions: Thanksgiving in first
place, followed by Mother's
Day, the wife's birthday, a
wedding anniversary and April
15 . . . that would be the day
taxes are due.
The top three most stressful
issues of the past 12 months
emerged as learning-to use the
Internet, gun violence among
kids and the wait to see "Star
Wars: Episode I — The Phantom
Menace." China's stealing of U.S.
military secrets came in fourth.
The war in Kosovo didn't even
make the top 10.
Places can be stressful, too,
such as malls, where most of
Illuminations' three dozen
stores are located across the
country, says the candle
company's Dahan.
"We notice people *« nd to
linger in our stores, where
candles flicker in a dimmed
environment,"
she said.
"Candlelight has a softening
effect. It takes the hard edges
off."

Gates is making sure
minds aren't wasted
The Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation has pledged to give $1 billion over the next 20 years to pay for
scholarships for academically talented
minorities from low-income homes. It
is by far the largest contribution ever
to American higher education.
The establishment of the new financial aid program comes three weeks
after the Gates family combined two
separate foundations to create the
wealthiest philanthropy in the United
States. It will be called the Gates
Millennium Scholars Program and will
be administered by the United Negro
College Fund with help from the
Hispanic Scholarship Fund and the
American Indian College Fund.
The program will get underway next
fall when it begins to provide $50 million per year for 20 years to cover the
costs of 1,000 annual scholarships to be
distributed. The grants will go to "high
achieving" minorities and will be
renewable for each year of a recipient's
undergraduate work as long as he or
she maintains at least a 3.0 GPA.
The program will continue financial
support for graduate work for eligible
students who pursue advanced
degrees in education, engineering,
library science, mathematics or science.
"It is critical to America's future that
we draw from the full range of talent
and ability to develop the next genera-

It's critical to
America's future that
we draw the full
range of talent. . .
Bill Gates
Microsoft Corp. Chairman

tion of leaders," said Bill Gates, chairman of the Microsoft Corp. "The
Millennium Scholars program is
intended to insure that we build a
stronger America through improved
educational opportunities."
William H. Gray, president and
chief executive officer of the United
Negro College Fund, said the program
would help diversify the pool of students seeking higher education.
"All of society benefits when the
doors of education are opened to a
group of kids who wouldn't otherwise
get the chance," he said.
Until now, the largest private gift to
higher education — $300 million in
stock — was given in 1998 to
Vanderbilt University from the Ingram
Charitable Fund.
— TMS Campus News Services
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Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing

The
Kaflbte
Klatsch

We fake our coffee se?ritfus>ly

1 arge selection of
\Vh^Ltf B>ean Coffees

"a most unique and exciting store"

A TOUCH
OF THE

&Lacic 6u Careen Teas
^upen?
Ljspresso Prinks..

Located in the Dayton Farmer's Market
Route 42 South, Dayton VA. 22821
540-879-2183
Hrs. Thur, Fri, & Sat. 9-6

EARTH
DEJA VU ..-Been there, worn that!! Check out our
selection of GENTLY WORN CLOTHING for fall!
Visit us at
163 So. Main St or call 432-1894 for hours and information

Tapestries • Drums

Introduction
to

d

II looks like the perfect rj.
1 Tie only problem is, it's a p.
It's dyslexia. A reading disability when- some
kids confuse their d's with p's. b's and o/s.
But. with help most of these kids can go on to do

well in school. Call I 88K GR8 MINI) now
There's no reason to be held back.

■ teaming dMabMtM

iBreeze

' RfKMflc "* -I""" Mutton UniTmlty '
commmmUy lor or*r 75 yrmn.

Barbara Walters • • •

Taichi

• • .Tom Brokaw

Tai Chi is both a healing art
and a martial art. Come
explore the basics of an
ancient Chinese exercise
system designed to promote
health, relaxation, and
awareness!

Katie Couric • • •
Your Name Could Be
Next...

Get YOUR
start
by writing for

THE BREEZE
Call x6127

Led by: Harold Halterman of Halterman Karate
Free!!

TONIGHT ONLY!!

Free!!

WhO:

Open to all JMU faculty, staff and students
When:

Monday, September 27, 7 p.m.
Where:

Taylor Hall, Room 405
the

SBreeze

RtarMnc the Jama Madtaon Unimdty '
community lor onr 75 ycant,

For more information, call 568-6273 or visit the website at www.imu.eHu/internatinnal/iw^kOQ
Sponsored by the Office of International Programs.
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Dukes' record
improves to 3-1
DUKES, from page 1
outrunning any potential tacklers, to give the Dukes a 6-0 lead.
"I picked it up and just started running," he said. "I saw the
whole field and I was like 'I'm
going to keep on going, keep on
going.' I looked behind me to see
if anyone was there and I saw
someone there, so 1 put it in
another gear to go a little bit
faster."
JMU Coach Mickey Matthews
said, "That's a huge play. I'm really glad for Mark. He's played well
the last three weeks. There's no
question that's the big play in the
game."
Coates said his team was a little surprised Delaware Coach
"Tubby" Raymond elected to go
for the touchdown in the early
stages of the game.
"We were kind of surprised
they went for it on fourth down
that early in the game," Coates
said. "We kind of took it to heart."
Coates was not the only
standout on the JMU defensive
unit on Saturday. Redshirt junior
defensive end Chris Morant had
a monster second half in which
he recorded three sacks for a 12yard total loss.
Morant was named the A-10
defensive player of the week for
his efforts in the game.
As a whole, the Dukes'
defense played well. Forced to be
on the field for much of the
game, the defense made several
big plays.
Morant and redshirt sophomore linebacker Derrick Pack
led the team in tackles with 13.
JMU also recorded seven sacks
and two interceptions in the
game.
One key defensive stand came
following the Blue Hens' thirdquarter touchdown. After an
eight-plus minute scoring drive
that narrowed JMU's lead to 14-7,

Delaware moved the ball up to its
38-yard line and looked to swing
the momentum over to its side.
However, junior linebacker
Zeb Clark sacked senior backup
quarterback Brian Ginn on second down and Morant followed
with another sack on third down
to force the Blue Hens to punt the
ball away.
Delaware also hurt its own
chances, first by failing to convert
on the fourth-and-goal play, then
later in the final minute of the
second quarter when it failed to
reach the first down marker on a
fake field goal play on JMU's six-

touchdown play with a spectacular 36-yard diving reception.
"He [Berry] had the option of
going to either side. He decided
to pick mine," Payton said of the
double slant play that resulted in
his touchdown. "The safety sat
on the hash, didn't really back
peddle at all. After I caught it, I
saw him sitting there and turned
it right on."
Redshirt senior tailback Curtis
Keaton scored JMU's last touchdown on a 23-yard run with 2:50
left in the third quarter to complete the game's scoring. Keaton
finished with 93 rushing yards on
21 carries.
"I guess the best way to
describe our offense tonight is
feast or famine," Matthews said.
"Their pressure really bothered
us. That's a concern of mine. We
just couldn't get it going offensively and that put our defensive
in a bad position."
The other concern for the
yy
Dukes was their kicking game.
Red shirt sophomore kicker Mike
Glover missed two field goals,
one from 39 yards, the other from
Mickey Matthews 32 yards, and also failed on an
JMU football coach extra point attempt.
JMU matched last year's win
total with the victory over
yard line.
Delaware. Payton was unsure of
Offensively, the Dukes did not the reasons for the Dukes turnhave much success. JMU totaled around.
just 69 yards rushing and 103
"I can't tell you exactly what
passing yards in the game.
it is," he said. "Maybe the trans"We just couldn't do much," fers have made an impact, but it's
Matthews said. "We couldn't run a different team morale. We
it or throw it."
expect more."
Redshirt junior wide receiver
JMU will face another test SatEarnest Payton led the Dukes in urday when it travels to Villanoboth catches, four, and receiving va. The Wildcats defeated Pennyards, 84, and scored JMU's sec- sylvania, 34-6, Saturday and are
ond touchdown of the game.
2-0 in the conference and 3-1
The 46-yard touchdown play overall.
— called on an audible by Berry,
"It's been our goal since I
came with just under two min- got here — we talked about it
utes left in the first quarter and with the kids early — we wantgave the Dukes a 14-0 advantage. ed to be 4-1 at the break,"
Payton also set up JMU's final Matthews said.

/ guess the best
way to describe
our offense
tonight is feast or
famine .. .
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NIKKI REEDhuiff photographer

Harrisonburg community members and JMU students both took
part in events at the first CommUNITY Fest on Saturday.

Festival attracts
community, JMU
FESTIVAL, from page 1
geared toward small children
because we want to build this as a
family-style event. Our hope is
families will come out today and
have fun."
Students participating in
CommUNITY Fest agreed the
event was a worthwhile cause.
Senior Jason Snow, a member
of Madison Project, an all-male a
cappella singing group, said,
"Student
Ambassadors
approached [Madison Project)
and asked us if we would like to
participate in the CommUNITY
Fest. It seemed like a good cause.
Also, we often perform for the
JMU student body, but this gave
us an opportunity to perform for
the Harrisonburg community atlarge. The CommUNITY Fest is a
good idea for the JMU and for the
Harrisonburg community."
Senior Brand i Rose, a member
of Notoriety, an all-female a cappella group, said, "The CommUNITY Fest is a really good idea. It
is also a great opportunity to get
our name out in Harrisonburg."
Senior Shavalyea Wyatt, president of Students for Minority
Outreach, said, "It is a great idea
to bring the communities together. The two communities are

often seen as separate communities and it is an excellent opportunity to come together as one community and celebrate the purpose
of our being a real community. "
Senior Lindsey Monroe, a volunteer at the CommUNITY Fest
on behalf of Alpha Phi sorority,
said, "The festival was a way to
get JMU and the Harrisonburg
community to interact and have a
good time together. I don't think
we interact enough!"
Other attendees felt the festival was a great way to relieve
tension between Harrisonburg
residents and JMU students and
to begin forming better relations.
Bonnie Powell, a JMU graduate, said, "The CommUNITY Fest
is trying to get the Harrisonburg
community back into football and
involved with JMU. [JMU] President [Linwood] Rose is doing a
great job of bringing us together
and the CommUNITY Fest is a
great example of this."
Senior Mandi Meros said,
"For a while, there has been
tension between the Harrisonburg community and the JMU
students. It is about time that
there was an event that
improved relations between
the two communities."

9

All Together One takes over JMU campus

'ALL,'from page 1
sion of university relations."
Rose said the phrase "All Together One" is
based on E Pluribus Unum, a Latin phrase
meaning "one out of many." He said he
felt the phrase described a distinctive characteristic of the university.
Rose said the division of university relations is in charge of promoting the phrase,
but said "All Together One" isn't an official
slogan or motto of the university.
Andy Perrine, a project director for the
office of university relations, said he is
involved with the promotion of the phrase
and also worked closely with Rose to conceive the phrase.
"His notion of JMU was 'for many

one,' and we wanted to come up with a
phrase that was more public-oriented,"
Perrine said.
As for promotion of the phrase, Perrine
said university relations staff wanted to
wait until after inauguration to begin heavily promoting it.
"We wanted Dr. Rose to have the prerogative of presenting it first."
Perrine said his job is to present the
phrase to as many campus groups as possible, to see if they believe it. "We want to
make sure everyone believes it before we
promote it," he said.
Rose said the phrase may be around for
a while, or just for a short time, depending
On how well it's accepted.

Perrine said he agrees with Rose that JMU
has a stronger bond, closer to "All Together One" than other universities.
"Most of the folks [who] go here aren't
interested in acquiring an image that a university gives them," Perrine said, citing the
images of students at the College of
William & Mary, the University of Virginia and Princeton University as examples. "At JMU you can be yourself and part
of something bigger."
For a phrase that's not an official slogan or motto, it is certainly being promoted as such. "All Together One" has its
own Web site, www.alltogetherone.org. The
phrase can also be seen on T-shirts and
mugs in the JMU Bookstore, said John

Rheault, JMU Bookstore manager. He
said the division of university relations
aslced the bookstore to help promote the
phrase through various merchandise.
Sue Good, the merchandising manager
at the bookstore, said so far sales have been
minimal for items containing the phrase.
"It's been a little slow. It'll take a little
while for students to realize they're here,"
she said.
According to the "All Together One"
Web site, the site is "dedicated to spreading the spirit of all together one — being
yourself and something bigger too .. . this
site will chronicle how all together one is
alive on campus and what it means to people who experience it."
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per month
100 FREE minutes per month
FREE Weekends
•Some restrictions apply. Requires JMU ID.

CELLULARONE
Better Coverage • Better Service • Better Value
NEXT TO OFFICE MAX

VALLEY MALL

433-7676

433-0550

WAL-MART

574-2299
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People will do crazy
things to WIN

$25,000!

You can just go to
www.1800C0LLECT.com
1 800 COLLECT
Save a Buck or Two.
Savings vs. dialing "0" with AT&T.
No purchase necessary. Open to U.S. residents. Void where prohibited. For Official Rules, go to www.win25000.180OCOLLECT.com
or send a SASE to: Win $25,000 Rules, P.O. Box 5086, Hair, NE 68009-5086 Sweepstakes ends 10/15/99.
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression.''
—James Madison
Editor
Managing editor
Ads manager
Technology manager
Art director
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News editor
News editor
Assl. news editor
Opinion editor
Asst. opinion editor
Style editor
Focus editor
Asst. style/focus editor
Sports editor
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Asst. copy editor
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EDITORIAL POLICY
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial hoard as a whole, and is not
neccssanly the opinion of any individual staff
member of die Breeze.
Courtney Crowley ... editor
Kelly Whalen... managing editor
Melanie Jennings... opinion editor
Amy Bafumo ... asst. opinion editor
Letters to the editor should be no more than
500 words, columns should be no more than
800 words, and both will he published on a
space available basis. They must be delivered to
The Breeze by noon Tuesday ot 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity
and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or James Madison University.

International Week teaches diversity
How would you like to go to country, and at JMU, diversity is want to travel abroad,
another country, experi- held up as a touchstone to reach
Let's use this opportunity wiseence another culture or for. However, reaching diversity, ly and take advantage of all it has
just try some food you don't usu- rather than merely preaching to give. This kind or international
ally find on line 3 at D-hall? If diversity, is a two-way street. Just fair offers students exposure to
you're interested, you're in luck.
as people from different cultural other cultures and ways of life,
JMU's International Week is in backgrounds have taken the time
Those students complaining
full swing and will continue to learn about the United States, about their busy schedules should
until Saturday.
whip out their planners
nd do s me res hedulin
Throughout the week, there
v
f is not an event
will be an international flag /P
.
|
.
because
this
to be m ssed
display, lessons in Tai Chi,
y."
D
music
as
_«/
KrnaHnn
VOUT
«*•■ the
uiv. commons,
«. wiiiinwii.-v ao
, ,
Droaaen
your cultural
U.MW«, on
Broaden
cultural
well as numerous other activi- there IS t7 YYIOT6 UflDOttQflt horizons at the flag display
ties;
ties: all are great ways to expe
expe- „,J1MM^„^ .
r.
*_,.
, Monday afternoon or flex
rience activities that many of DUrDOSe tO International your inner strength mus
us arenI't accustomed to.
U/^^h"
cles at a beginner
eginner Tai Chi
But in addition to the fun,
class Monday night.
food and music, there is a
For all those who commuch more important purpose to we should do the same to enrich plain that they never get to leave
International Week.
our higher education experience.
the 'Burg: This is your chance,
In the Sept. 23 issue of The
By attending International along with all other students, to
Breeze, International Week Chair Week events, everyone can learn keeyw^Ww^iUariaoniuti
Cheryl Iobler said that this week is about different aspects of cultures without having to leave campus
being held "to let students know foreign to them. This knowledge
Get a taste of the big world out
about the diversity not only on this can help us better understand there and take part in the truly
campus, but in the community."
each other and aid us in embrac- unifying experience of International
There are people from more ing the diversity that is growing Week
than 90 different countries who on our campus.
And don't just go for a shot at
are either students, faculty or
By taking part in this week's the free trip to London that is
staff members at this university, activities, students might even being offered as a prize this week.
The average student doesn t nor- find a particular culture that fas- Do it for the intellectual and culmally think about this fact. In this cinates them enough that they tural awareness.

'But in addition to the t
un food and music.

j

?

*

Week.

Topic: What's the worst speeding ticket you've ever gotten?

CAMPUS
SPOTLIGHT

N1KKI KEEDIstaffphotographer

"/ got pulled over
on
my
bike
once."

Katie King
junior, SMAD

'. . . a cop pulled
me over because
he could smell
the beer [inl the
car."

Justin Steiner
junior, CIS

"I've
never
gotten a speeding
ticket because I'm
sneaky."

Laura Patterson
junior, 1SAT

"f got a speeding
ticket once but it
was
dropped
because of the oral
highway clause
instated Iby the]
the officer."
Chris Robertson
sophomore, marketing

g
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Some 'antswers for campus bug problems
You've finally settled into your room. colony obtains its new members. Now you suppressed. The chemical laid down along
You've even grown accustomed to know where the phrase "Queen Mother" the trails by workers is called a
your new roommate and found out comes from. Worker ants do all the work pheromone. Trail pheromones are used to
where all your classes are.
for the colony — foraging for food, tending guide workers to sources of food and to
It's time to feel good about the world, to the queen and the young and defending help foraging workers find their way back
kick back and enjoy your favorite the colony from outside enemies.
to the colony.
munchies. Then you see Them. Hundreds,
Ant colonies have a rather complex
There are over 550 species of ants in
no thousands, of tiny little creatures mak- food cycle within the colony. Worker ants the United States. Fortunately, there are
ing a conga line, stealing away with your forage for food and water. Liquid foods less than 30 species that commonly
well-deserved, not to mention already paid and water are ingested by the workers and infest our living areas. Each species of
for, Snickers bar.
the workers' abdomens often become ants has aspects to its biology, which
Hard
determines how
Being a well-educated and agitated per- swollen.
son, you decide to investigate. Upon closer pieces of food (i.e.,
and where they
inspection with your eyeballs placed about your Snickers bar)
live. The key to
protecting your
one inch above the little perpetrators, your are carried back to
goodie stash is
keen observation skills take over. There's a the colony. These
— Ron Jennings
understanding
pair of antenna, a head, thorax, pinched hard pieces of
their biology and
waist and abdomen. Only one possible food are fed to the
conclusion — ANTS. To resolve the situa- larvae, which eat and digest them. The lar- determining what conditions may be
tion and save your precious stash of good- vae then regurgitate the digested food and contributing to the infestation.
Okay, so now how do you get rid of
ies, you first need to know more about feed it back to the workers. The workers
regurgitate liquid foods and digested foods them? Report the situation to your hall
how these little critters operate.
Ants are social insects that work together obtained from the larvae and feed it to the director. He or she will have a work order
to set up house where they are not always other workers, larvae, queens and males. issued so your room can be treated by
welcome. They live in colonies containing This complex process of exchanging food is trained professionals.
Now that you understand how the ants'
large numbers of individuals. Some species called trophallaxis (though I'm sure most
food cycle works, you will understand
have colonies containing hundreds of thou- would just call it disgusting).
Worker ants usually forage for food in why baits, not sprays, are the preferred
sands of individuals. Each individual member of the colony has a specific job to per- set trails. Workers leave the colony each day method of control. If sprays (yes, this
form to ensure the colony's survival. So the in search of food and when food is found, means Raid) are used, the only results arc a
ones you see stealing your Snickers bar are the workers lay a chemical trail to the food small percentage of workers killed. This
just a small percentage of the entire colony source. Other workers follow the trail and may provide personal satisfaction, but the
begin to bring the food back to the colony.
colony notices fewer workers returning
whose job happens to be gathering food.
This explains the conga line to your with food. So, in the interest of survival,
Ant colonies contain two basic types of
individuals. Reproductives, such as the beloved Snickers bar, although if you've the queen begins to lay more eggs to
queen, produce eggs from which the read thus far, your appetite is most likely replace the lost workers. Worse yet, the

Breeze Reader's View

DARTS
& PAT

h
/r
Uii^V

<c

Darts «t Pats are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person \i
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

workers can rear new queens and produce
three times as many ants as before.
The bait formulation used contains food
ingredients the ant will readily eat and an
active ingredient that kills very slowly,
allowing the worker ants to return to the
colony and feed the bait to all the other
members of the colony.
There are things you can do to help
solve your ant problems. Tell us everywhere you see ants. Clean up all spills and
crumbs. By removing alternative food
sources, ants are more likely to feed exclusively on the baits. Store all your food in
ant-proof containers. Empty trash containers frequently and clean them. When recycling cans and bottles, rinse them out and
store them in ant-proof containers. Be
patient — baiting is the most effective ant
treatment available. However, it will take a
little time to work. Please don't spray any
insecticides or squash any ants. Killing the
worker ants prevents them from returning
to the colony with the bait. Don't use
strong cleaners around the baits. These
wash away the ants' pheromone trail, and
other ants cannot locate the bait.
1 do hope this provides you with some
'antswers,' while helping to protect your
beloved Snickers bars. Just remember,
when the bug man comes knocking on
your door, be nice to him. He really is
your friend!
Ron Jennings is the program director of
Integrated Pe*t Management.

Dart...
A"pedestrians-have-the-right-of-way-onsidewalks" dart to the JMU policeman who almost
ran over us the other day.
Sent in by three girls who think that cars belong
on the road, not on the sidewalk.

Dart...

Dart...

Dart...

A "we-don't-care-which-sorority-you're-in" dart
to the girl who demanded beer from us at a
fraternity party.
Sent in by some fraternity guys who don't think
you 're in any position to order people around,
especially since your sorority isn 't as cool as you
think it is.

An "I-thought-journalism-is-supposed-to-beobjective" dart to Courtney Crowley for her skewed
coverage of Dr. Rose's inauguration speech.
Sent in by an avid Breeze reader who thinks
your opinion would have been more appropriate as
an editorial.

A "couldn't-you-warn-us-about-hazards" dart to
the construction crew at ISAT for leaving stuff in
the middle of the road without putting up a
warning sign.
Sent in by a careful driver who is glad she
managed to stop in time to avoid an accident, no
thanks to you.

I it I ...

A "thanks-for-the-free-stuff' pat to the guys at
Chick-fil-A for giving me free food.
Sent in by a junior who wants you to know that
you made her day.

K£L

I...

A "you-guys-rock" pat to whoever painted
'Tech sucks" on the car on the commons last
Thursday.
Sent in by a highly amused senior who likes your
style of school spirit.

K£L t...

A "your-cartoons-are-awesome" pat to Austin
Cramer for his great political cartoons.
Sent in by some sophomore girls who think your
cartoons are the best part of The Breeze.

•
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Depression is a serious threat
to anyone that has a brain.
#1 Cause of Suicide

Depression is a suppression of brain activity that can strike anyone. It can make life unbearable,
L/Af 7RE A 7BD
but it is also readily, medically treatable. And that's something you should always keep in mind. §*)££)&£ S"ST/£X
Public Service message from SAWE (Suicide AwarenessWoices of Education)

http://www.save.org

i Breeze

Reaching in* Junes Madison I nivcrvh '
communit\ for o*tr 75 »tars.

Don't Put Your
Baby's Health
On The Line.

CONSTABLE

Get Prenatal Care Early

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Call 1-800-311-2229
Confidential
So You

like Cut nf Yourself
lake Cjirenf Yiair liahv

(MII

iBfi
feeze

' KrarMng the Janws Madbnn I In* vrr*lly '
roenmunit) for orrr7S ytmn.

Hey Students, crash here
every night and be that much
closer to campus, without
living on campus ^

Lease Now
College Station • Madison Manor • University Court
Madison Square «Olde Mill Village

Services:

VIDE'

FREE
990
Movie
Rental
FREE MEMBERSHIP

Furnished or unfurnished units
* Townhouses, apartments, and houses
* Individual and group leases
Convenient locations
Friendly neighbors

Ki v< BOM inevi lo Wendy's/across from Pargo's)

433-9181

°Ptn

7

days

a week

CHEAP NIGHTS AT ACME ]
Use this coupon for

» one FREE 990 rental«
I expires 10/15/99

I per student

Office Phone 434-1173 or Call Toll-Free 1-888-354-9900
Check us out at www.pendry-constable.com
or we are now new members at RentConnection.com (under the VA heading)
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STEW. J\N7.ENIseniorphotot-rtiplier

(Left) Senior Kama Lyons describes her black and white photographs as "the opposite of feminist." She is careful not to show facial features and uses strong contrasts
and shapes to provoke emotional impact. (Right) Family members are the subjects in senior Nelson Cragg's nearly life size charcoal drawings. Cragg said he chose his
family members as subjects because he wanted to capture the essence and emotion of his close relationship with them.

Less is more at Zirkle House
Artists use minimal detail, form, figure to move viewer
errEVE JANZEN
senior writer
Zirkle House's latest exhibitions
prove that in art, sometimes less is more.
JMU seniors Kama Lyons and Nelson
Cragg both use minimal detail and rely on
the visual impact of form and figure to
move the viewer.
Lyons' exhibit, on display in Zirkle's
Artworks Gallery, consists of 14 blackand-white photos of various sizes.
The theme of Lyons' pictures is
summed up by a Marilyn Monroe quote
the artist displayed in place of an artist's
statement. "I don't much mind living in a
man's world, as long as I can be a woman
in it."
The artist describes her show as, "the
opposite of feminist." Lyon said her
show is about finding the innate
strength of being a woman and feeling
proud of it, rather than women trying to
be like men.
Her photos focus on women in
poses that vary from dancers to a comical series with a woman standing next
to a Volkswagen Beetle on a highway.
In each photo, Lyons is careful to

exclude facial features and use strong
figures to reach the viewer, but does
contrasts and shapes to provide emothis through charcoal drawings rather
tional impact.
than photography.
Lyons uses background music in
He also opted to display his art
the gallery and costumes on her modwithout an artist's statement, sayels to convey a feeling that the photos
ing he hoped people would "take it
were taken in the 1940s or '50s.
[the show] as it is," and draw their
"The rules were
own conclusions.
more
defined
Cragg's drawings
ZIRKLE HOUSE
then," Lyons said,
are huge — nearly life
EXHIBITS
"and women were
size — and grab the
more proud of WHO: Seniors Kama Lyons
viewer's
attention
their bodies, which and Nelson Cragg display
immediately.
The artist chose to
showed
in
the their works
media and art."
hang his art with simWHERE: Zirkle House, on
Also contributSouth Main Street across ple pins and clips
rather than traditional
ing to the aged from the Quad
frames, saying
he
effect is the high WHEN: Now through Oct. 2,
contrast and grain- but closed on Oct. 1
wanted to be "as unobtrusive as possible."
iness in the photos. TIME: Mon. - Thurs. noon- 5
Lyons
achieves p.m. and Fri. - Sat. noon - 4 p.m.
Cragg also kept the
medium simple, using
this
by
using
purely charcoal (with the exception of
infrared film.
Lyons said her works should be one piece, which has some black oil
seen and felt, not analyzed.
pastel). Little is left to distract the
Ultimately, her goal is that viewers viewer's eyes as bold black lines move
will have fun and feel better about their focus around the drawings.
themselves afterwards.
Cragg said he prefers charcoal
Cragg also uses simple lines and
because it allows the artist to sketch

out a quick, "gut reaction," which
often contains more emotion than a
carefully thought out drawing. These
works are more than academic
sketches, though, and Cragg's powerful figures all fit within a carefully
planned theme.
Each piece is a study of human form,
and with titles like "Brother" and "Father
At Age 56," it's easy to guess what the
models have in common.
Cragg explained that his works
explore drawing as a way to relate to
another human being. He chose his
family members as subjects because
of the deep ties he has with them,
and hoped his drawings would capture the essence and emotion of those
relationships and relay those feelings
to the viewer.
Both of these shows will be on display in Zirkle House through Oct. 2
(with the exception of Friday, Oct. 1,
when the galleries will be closed for
graduate critiques). Everyone is welcome to visit during gallery hours,
which are Monday through Thursday
12-5 p.m. and Friday through Saturday
12-4 p.m.
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IMPROVE YOURSELF AND YOUR RESUME?
The following workshops are offered as part of the Counseling & Student Development

Centers INTERPERSONAL SKILLS CERTIFICA TE PROGRAM:
A.SSKRMVKNKSS

II

Monday, October 4

10-11:30

Thutaday. October 21
Monday, November 22

12:45-2:11

5-630

UNDERSTANDING DESTRUCTIVE RELATIONSHIPS
Wedneaday, October 13
5-630
Tuaeday, November 16
74 JO pea
Tbunday, December 2
4-5 JO

INTIMACY IN RELATIONSHIPS
Thmeday, October 7
3-4 JO
Tburufcy, November 4
1:30-3 00
Wednenley. December I
6-7:JO

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Wedneaday, October 30
2-3 JO
Monday, November I
5-« JO
Wedneaday, December I
6-7:30

CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Monday, October 4
Wedneaday. October 27
Wedneaday. December 1

K JO
2-J JO
4-3 JO

DEALING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE
Monday, October It
5-6JO
Wedneaday, November 3
12:30-2
Tucaday, November 30
(-9:30 pm

7*30 pm

STRESS MANAGEMENT
Every Monday

SELF-ESTEEM
Tuaeday. October 26
Thuraday, November If
Monday, December 6

7-1:30 pin
54:30 pm

We also offer an ANGER MAN A CEMENT CERTIFICA TE PROGRAM.
5 JO -7
SJO-7

Monday. December 6

Top Five Reasons to Work tor The
Breeze:
5. You get to register early.
4. You know the 'Darts & Pats' before everyone
else.
3. It helps build your resume.
2. You get paid for it.
1. You get free food.
For more info on how you can work
for the Breeze, call x6127

&Breeze

Reaching ll* Jwitrs MMHSMI llniverJly
communal; for over 75 years.

1-2

ANGER MANAGEMENT
Wedneaday, October IJ
Monday, November IS

Thg Breeze

STYLE

5JO-7

To complete either certificate program, you must attend four workshops, complete four
hours of designated reading materials and complete four hours of taped materials If yoi
would like to register for a certificate program or an individual workshop, please call
x6552 or e-mail KARRKM.
The Counseling and Student Development Center is located in Vamer House.
http//wwwjrnu.edu/counselingctr

MAINSTREET"BAR & GRILL
"PRESENTS
The Mega Battle of the Bands
featuring

OCCOMS "RAZOR

Ki: THEORY

ttaaaa.

WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 29TH

SOL TRIBE
"RUDE "BUDDHA

^^

Tickets available at
the door just $5.00

KING KOSHER
THEDANNY WHITE "BAND

Come to us for your copying needs
ana more!
•resume paper •project binding -faxes
CISAT A-l (Rm. 129)x8731
Zane Showker Hall (Rm. 203) x3285

■

$500.00 Cash Winner
Take All!!
(Winner determined by crowd response!)

432-9963
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Interactive art
Speaker merges art with real world
caused a stir in the art world. In
her book, Gablik identifies materialism and culture as threatening
agents of artists.
In 1991 a follow-up to her first
The barriers between the art
world and real life need to be book, "Reenchantment of Art"
removed so that artists can make a was published. The book focused
difference in society, said artist, edu- on art as a social purpose. Gablik
cator, and author of "Has said there was a "radical reenactment of expectations of artists" in
Modernism Failed" and "The
which art was becoming more
Reenchantment of Art."
interactive in
Suzi Gablik
the society outconcluded the
side the art
JMU Arts and
world eliminatSciences
ing the world
Symposium
view of individLecture Series at
ualism in art.
Grafton-Stovall
Gablik
Theatre
spoke of artists
Thursday night.
taking
their
Gablik's lecknowledge of
ture, entitled
art and sharing
"Paradigmit with commuSpinning and
nities outside of
Visionary
the art world.
Criticism:
A
She mentioned
Personal
one photograProfile," spoke
pher who took
of her own selfpictures
of
realization as an
homeless children
artist in the art
in Washington,
world and the
D.C. and in turn
trend toward a
ended up teachmore interactive
ing them the art
position of art in
of photography.
the world.
The example
Gablik grew
proved Gablik's
up in New York
N1KKI Rh.lAilslajjpluil
realization that
City surrounded by "people Suzi Gablik, author of "Has Modernism art is a social
purpose.
whose religion Failed" and "The Reenchantment of
Art," closed out the Arts and Sciences
Gablik conwas art."
She described Symposium lecture series on Thursday. cluded by defining art as social
herself as "a
work and its new role in the
sophisticate innocent" formed by
future. She questioned if art could
the art world. At the age of 18,
build a community, people and
she enrolled in a seminar conenvironment.
cerning the dehumanization of
The orthodox view that art is disart and its disconnection with
connected from the outside world
ordinary life. The seminar caused
has lessened in recent years but
Gablik to rethink these views on
admittedly, Gablik said that the "culart and life.
tural myths, like individualism don't
Gablik said she began to question
herself and "the nature of our culdie easily."
Gablik's objective as an artist,
tures' myths" concerning the artist's
educator, and author is to teach
role in society. This set of events led
artists to "step outside one's self
her to writing.
and invite others into the process
The publication of Gablik's first
of art."
book, "Has Modernism Failed?"

i

PATRICK HOKSTIslaffphuluf-rapher

A mariachi band (above) was just part of the music at Saturday's fair.

Global festival
draws crowds
i

LIZABETH TALIAFERRO
contributing writer

The smell of exotic herbs and spices,
along with the colorful sounds of a mariachi band filled the air, while the sight of
original hand-made crafts dotted the
landscape on a beautiful sunny day.
This was the setting for the second
Harrisonburg International Festival,
which was held at Hillandale Park on
Saturday and hosted by JMU organizations and the City of Harrisonburg.
Thousands of Harrisonburg residents
and students from JMU and other univeristites enjoyed the eclectic displays of
more than 15 cultures. A virtual map on
the ground gave visitors a chance to mark
their homeland with a flag.
Many languages could be heard
as visitors strolled through the
diverse crowd.
Food vendors representing Vietnam,
China, Japan, Thailand, Mexico, Russia,
Ethiopia and West Africa enticed visitors
to try their delicious cuisine.
Crafts like African wood carvings,
Native American bead work and Arabian
body painting were also popular.
Ethiopian dancers and a Tai Chi
demonstration were two of the activities

that were seen on the two stages set up at
opposite ends of Hillandale Park.
Local international support groups were
also there to provide information about
their purpose for the rapidly growing international population of Harrisonburg.
Nancy Hass-Salomon, a representative
for the Alliance for Intercultural Action,
came to Harrisonburg from Guatamala.
She lived in Miami, Fla., for several years,
but she said she wanted to live in an area
where "the people are more welcoming."
"JMU brings lots of cultural activities to
this town," Hass-Salomon said.
She commended the multicultural
organizations on campus for their
involvement in the community.
Local employers like Perdue and
Coors were there to recruit employees for
several open positions.
Students and residents who were
interested in volunteering for the
local chapters of the Boys' & Girls'
Club and Big Brothers, Big Sisters
talked to representatives about possible involvement.
One JMU student who attended the
International Festival last year, said that
she was "so impressed that a town the
size of Harrionburg can offer us such a
wealth of Opportunites to immerse
ourselves in other cultures."

PATRICK HORST/nu// phoionrupher
The Washington Fish Fry offered a taste of African-American food at Saturday's fair.

DRIANA JOUVANIS
contributing writer
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Free 22 oz soda
w/purchase of
12 inch MTO
Just Show JAC Card

EVERYONE
HAS AN OPINION
What's YOURS?
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR CAN BE
DROPPED OFF AT THE BREEZE
-

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

Anthony-Seeger basement

Making it easier everyday!

Breeze

Reaching Hie Junes Madison UtHvenslly '
community for over 75 years.

Support
The College Fund.
Call I-800-3 3 2-U NCR
JXi]

The College Fund/UNCF
A mind Is a terrible thing to waste.

4Bnreeze

' Reaching lite Janus Madison University "
community lor over 75 yens.

90^

1

8

Siippor.

The winning team players will receive
free tickets to D.C. United's
"International Night" home game
October 9 at RFK AND have their names
appear on the electronic board during
D.C. United's game!!!!

LESS CRIME IS
NO ACCIDENT
It takes you — and programs that work!
Call 1-gOO-WE PREVENT,
and we'll send you a free booklet
on how you can support programs
in your community that keep kids
away from crime and crime away
from kids.
PREVENT
ep'C\ent.org

JJBfeeze

Reacting the Jama Madtton Unlwreiry '
community for over 75 yean.

Limited spaces are still available for some
of the world cup teams!
To join a team or for
more information, contact:
Christina Sanchez
Assistant Director
Center for Multicultural Student Services
Warren Hall, 2nd floor
sanchece@j mu.edu

flVIU International Week: September 25 - October 2
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Sisters speak up
Sister Speak evolved out of the group's desire
MELIATABER
to voice their opinions and eliminate any negative stereotypes associated with feminism.
staff
writer
\
"Feminism is about equal rights, not
about
wallowing in self-pity and hating
Got a women's issue you want to speak
out about? If so, you're in luck. JMU's fem- men," Miller said. In fact, she encourages
inist journal, Sister Speak, is currently men to submit to the journal.
Co-editor senior Jenn Humphrey said,
accepting submissions for its fall issue.
"We've
put a lot into it, and 1 think it's
"I want students to know that feminism
going
to
be really cool. Chelsie [Miller] is
is a lot of things, and that there are lots of
feminists out there," said Suzanne Bost, an definitely the main fuel, but I'm there to
assistant English professor who teaches help her out in any way I can."
The journal was first published last fall,
women's literature and multicultural classsimilarly,
this year's journal will be a colleces. 'It's worth taking the time to publish
what you've been thinking or writing in tion of poetry, literary analyses, political
essays and short stories. The
secret." Bost is the faculty
first issue included work by
representative and clearSISTER SPEAK
11 different writers, one of
inghouse for the journal.
which
was male. This time
WHAT:
Feminist
journal
is
The deadline for submisaccepting
submissions
around,
however, the editors
sions is Oct. 11 in Keezell
WHEN:
Deadline
is
Oct.
11
hope
to
increase
the number
Hall, room 207. All work
WHERE: Keezell Hall, of participants of both sexes
must include a name and eroom 207
| and to include some art and
mail address for contact
graphics as well, Miller said.
purposes.
The
group's
goal is to publish one
Senior Chelsie Miller, editor of Sister
issue
each
semester
from now on.
Speak, wants students to stop being afraid
"Our main problem is that we have no
of feminism and realize that it's a positive,
funding whatsoever," Bost said. She hopes
not a negative, term.
"A lot of people are feminists, they just for a budget in the future that will allow
don't realize it," she said. "They are using for more than just the use of a black and
white copy machine in the journal's prothe wrong definition of the word."
The journal began last year when a group duction. She would also like to see Sister
Speak published on its own Web page.
of 11 students in English 465, a feminist literDespite the obvious financial shortary theory class, began meeting to discuss
their responses to women's issues. They comings, the group remains enthusiastic
wanted to create a forum for comfortable con- and hopes for more submissions each
venation, Bost said. Perceiving no other form semester that will contribute to the sucor outlet on campus to discuss feminist issues, cess of the journal.
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>• Work by 0*31 Kama Lyons: Zirkle House Artworks Gallery —
Moixtiy-Thursday, noon-5 p.m., Fndiy and Saturday, noon-4 p.m., free.
> "Figures" by senior Nelson CraRg: Zirkle House Other Gallery —
Monday-Thursday, noon-5 p.m., Friday and Saturday, noon-4 p.m., free.
>• "The Magic Mixer by Fred McGann": New Image Gallery —
Monday-Thursday, noon-5 p.m., Fnday and Saturday, nix>n-4 p.m., free.

MUSIC

>• Madison Brass: Wilson Hall Auditorium — Thursday, 8 p.m.,
$2 at door.

BANDS

>• Stable Roots Mamstreet Bar and Grill — Tuesday, 10 p.m.,
$4 cover.
> Battle of the Bands: Mainstreet Bar and Grill — Wednesday,
10 p.m., $4 cover.
>■ Occult 45: Finnigan's Cove — Wednesday, 10 p.m.
>• Darrel Rose and the Afrikan Drum Festival: The Linle Grill
— Friday, $2 suggested donation.

MOVI

> Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Manchurian Candidate," Monday,
8 p.m., free; "South Park," Wednesday and Thursday, 7 and 9:30
p.m., $2.
>■ Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Sixth Sense." "Inspector
Gadget," "The Blair Witch Project," "The Haunting,"
"American Pie," "Mickey Blue Eyes," $4-50 before 6 p.m.,
$6.50 after. Call 434-7107.
>• Regal Cinemas Harrisonburg 14: The 13th Warrior," "Blue
Streak," "Bowfinger," "For Love of the Game," "Runaway Bride,"
"Stigmata," "Stir of Echoes," "The Thomas Crown Affair,"
"Double Jeopardy," "Jakob the Liar," "Mumford," $4-50 before
6 p.m., $6.75 after. Call 433-7733.

If you would like an event featured in Style Weekly,' send a letter clo Style section;
GI Anthony-Seeger Hall. MSC 6805; JMU; Harrisonburg.VA 22807; include date,
I cost and location of the event.

Women on 'Happy Hour,' 'The Man Show'
don't feel exploited, enjoy their work
J

ENN1FER WEINER
Knigkt-Ridder Newspapers

We've all heard the dirt on
Comedy Central's "The Man
Show," USA Network's
"Happy Hour," and "The X
Show" on FX, the current spate
of dirt-cheap variety-showstyle cable programs that glory
in booze, babes, third-tier
celebrities and jokes about
bodily emissions.
Critics hold their noses. Fans
— or at least the rowdies
recruited for the live studio
audiences — seem to revel in
the shows' in-your-face political
incorrectness, and the bevy of
gyrating, rump-shaking, bikiniwearing dancers.
So we wondered — what is it
like to be a woman on "The Man
Show" and its ilk?
Not bad at all, say Lindsley
Allen and Suzanne Talhouk
(then again, what were they
going to say?).
Allen is a Bombshell
Dancer, one of "Happy
Hour's" elite troupe of 10
who shake their groove
thangs to the karaoke stylings
of hosts Dweezil and Ahmet

Zappa and guests such as
Danny Bonaduce, Weird Al
Yankovic and former O.J.
Simpson
lawyer-turnedmovie-of-the-week-star
Christopher Darden (yes, you
read that right).
Talhouk is a Juggy Dance
Squad Girl (yes,
you read that ——————
right, too), one
of "The Man
Show's" bikiniwearing camera
operators/trampoline jumpers.
Some of the
Juggies operate
cameras and
microphones.
Others simply
stand in the
audience and
gyrate on cue,
or bounce on a trampoline at the
end of the show.
Anyhow, Talhouk's agent
sent her on a call to be a
Trampoline Girl — one of the
young lovelies who end each
episode of TMS by bouncing
on a trampoline. (Wannabes
tried out by pretending to
jump on a trampoline). "I

was thinking, 'Cool,' because
I love trampolines," she said.
Show staffers liked Talhouk's
energy and tapped her as a
Juggy — "my first serious
acting gig" (She also holds
down a full-time job as a
marketing student at Cal

Yoakam, the Artist Formerly
Known as Prince).
Allen got her start toward
her career because she was
painfully shy, and her mother
figured dance lessons would
help. She studied, "like in the
garage of somebody's home,"
then got into
gymnastics, all
the while struggling with her
small-town high
school peers who
didn't understand "the weird
girl taking classes on Friday
nights," and how
she could hope
to make a living
Suzanne Talhouk as
(insert
dancer on 'The Man Show" Elizabeth Berkley
in "Showgirls"
State-Northridge).
intonation here) a dancer.
The Juggy squad members
The Bombshells are all
don't necessarily have that
trained dancers with mondo
experience. Allen, a native of
kind of dance background.
Hanover, Pa., who studied at Then again, they don't do the
kind of choreographed routhe Philadelphia Youth Ballet,
has danced in movies ("That
tines that the Bombshells
Thing You Do," "George of the
perform. "We get to do what
Jungle") and music videos
we want to do," Talhouk
(Smash
Mouth,
Dwight
said. "Sometimes the director

Everyone on the set treats us so
well... and the show itself.. . it's
just a joke. It's on Comedy Central,
right? It's just all in fun.

will tell us if he wants us to
do something, but otherwise,
it's all us."
Both performers said they
don't feel exploited by their eyecandy status and skimpy costumes. "Everyone on the set
treats us so well," Talhouk said.
"And the show itself . . . it's just
a joke. It's on Comedy Central,
right? It's just all in fun."
The costumes, which range
from German fraulein get-ups to
Hip-hop gear, don't bother her
at all. "We're always in our big
clumpy sneakers and little
It's basically
scrunchy socks
athletic wear."
Allen says that life on
'Happy Hour' has improved
since the early shows. "In the
very beginning, we were wearing tiny, tiny outfits and bikinis .
. . It's a live show, and as soon as
we'd walk out, the guys would
go crazy."
Now, she said, "They've
made a lot of changes. We're
wearing more clothes, there's
more coverage," and the
"numbers" are geared more
toward "themes and characters" than showing as much
of the Bombshells as possible.
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MOST OI
As the 'Most of Us' campaign saturates
alcohol use at JMU, some of us wond
STORY BY ASSISTANT STYLE AND FOCUS EDITOR ALISON MAI

These posters, along with
ads in The Breeze, logos
on table tents, a slide
before UPB-hosted
movies, bus flyers, Q101
and WXJM commercials,
buttons, flyers for
doors and billboards in
residence halls, are
part of the Most of Us
campaign's goal to
decrease freshmen
misperceptions of
alcohol use.

'Most of Us' Campaign At A Glance
History: Last November, Virginia's Department of Alcohol Beverage Control awarded
the University Health Center and the Office of Substance Abuse Research a 55,000
grant to implement a campaign targeted at first-year residential students.
Goal: To decrease first-year students' misperceptions of quantity and frequency of
alcohol use.
Who was surveyed: Two groups of students, 600 first-year residential students
and a sampling of 600 campus-wide students.
Marketing strategy: A focus group of about 50 freshmen told campaign managers
which types of messages caught their eye.
Control Data: Campaign managers collected police records of alcohol-related
arrests and emergency room records of alcohol-related sicknesses as a comparison
base after the study concludes.
Targeting: In August, eight predominantly-f reshman residence halls were targeted.
Four were "saturated" with messages, four were not as a means for comparison upon
the project's completion.
Reinforcement: Incentives like pre-paid phone cards and cash will continue to be
offered to freshmen who can explain the messages on "Most of Us" posters, buttons
and fliers.
The future: More statistics will be presented, including posters targeting how drinking affects grades, memory loss and how to limit or refuse drinks.

It would be hard not to notice the
many signs and advertisements
around campus for the "Most of
Us" campaign. It's also hard not to
wonder where the shocking statistics came from.
However, with closer scrutiny, one can
see that the Most of Us campaign is more
than just facts and figures.
The year-long social norms marketing
campaign is the result of a grant from
Virginia's Department of Alcohol
Beverage Control (ABC).
This time last year, three JMU
employees applied for the $5,000 grant.
Susan Bruce, assistant director of health
promotions at JMU's Health Center;
Jeanne Martino-McAllister, director of
substance abuse research; and Tom
Miller, substance abuse counselor for
Counseling Student and Development
Center (CSDC) were the forerunners of
the program.
When JMU was awarded the grant in
November, Bruce, the project coordinator
and McAllister began chipping away at
their goal.
The grant and the group's goal reads:
'To decrease first year student's misperceptions of quantity and frequency of
alcohol use."
McAllister said, "A bigger goal would
be to reduce use."
The concept of social norming is
based on the belief that people gravitate
to "perceived norms" of behavior. Most
of Us' task is to inform students about
their own alcohol use and behaviors,
which in many cases, is much different
from their perceived notions.
Social marketing, a communications
strategy that focuses on creating a social
and behaviorial change in a community,
is one that is used on many campuses,
according to McAllister. In Virginia,
however, the strategy is not as often
used, she said. The ABC was interested
in gathering data from such a marketing
project at a Virginia school —JMU
could offer that data.
The Most of Us social norm marketing process began by gathering information, the results of which are the focus
of the campaign.
Last February, two surveys were
administered to a sampling of 600 firstyear residential students and a sampling
of 600 campus-wide students. The first
survey, the core alcohol and drug use
survey, is where Most of Us' information is drawn from. The results of the
core alcohol and other drugs norm survey have not yet been released.
Each survey was administered in a

Despite the many choices first-year stude
most drink once a week, less or not at all

strict and particular fashion, either by
SGA volunteers in the case of the campus-wide survey or by resident advisers
and hall directors within first-year residence halls.
"Right now we are focusing on firstyear students,"
McAllister said.
"Many s
The data from these
surveys was compiled
surprisec
by the Core Institute, a
center for alcohol and
other drug studies that
vey^s res
is based out of
Southern Illinois
that's the
University at
Carbondale.
misperc
According to the
Most of Us statistics,
there is a large amount,
student
52.7 percent, of firstyear students having
Everyom
three drinks, less or
none in a week. Their
studies also show that
whaty
"Most JMU (71.4 percent) freshmen drink
Jeanne Ma
once a week, less or not
Director, Ofl
at all."
Abust
McAllister acknowledges that "many students are surprised by the survey's
results — but that's the idea of the misperception that students have," she said
McAllister thinks that students base
their opinions on their interactions with
close friends.
i
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What Some of Us
Have to Say

FWHO?

According to the Most of Us survey results,
most JMU freshmen have three drinks, fewer or
none per week. We asked five freshmen if the
results agreed with their experiences:

5 campus with surprising statistics about
ier if the results are too good to be true
KNSER

•

PHOTOS BY CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER JEN WATKINS

lents are often faced with concerning alcohol,
ill according to 'Most of Us' survey results.

"But that's the whole idea of the survey — everyone doesn't do what you
-s
think."
But this research is just the beginning
of the multi-faceted project.
Next, focus groups were formed.
Freshmen volunteers
students are were given $10 each to
provide input to the Most
Us crew. Incentive
id by the sur- of
money was included in
the grant.
"We had a wonderful
sults — but
response," McAllister
Approximately 50
le idea of the said.
students gave their input
on examples of social
ception that marketing messages and
what they would be interested in seeing done with
its have...
the messages.
"The idea is to gather as
le doesn't do much information from
the students, because they
are the ones who are getyou think."
ting the message,"
McAllister said.
lartino-McAllister
The focus groups told
Bruce and McAllister that
Iff ice of Substance
they wanted to see picse Research
tures of real people and
relaxing places on campus. The groups
said they listen to Q101, watch channel 29
d.
and read The Breeze and fliers at bus stops.
With this information intact, Bruce and
McAllister put the campaign together.
Along with a graphic designer and pho-

n
P
P^l

tographer, the group put together several
samplings of posters that they presented
during freshman orientation for input.
Final posters were ready "to hit" in
August, according to McAllister. And
when, McAllister says "hit," she is referring to the saturation of specific locations
with the Most of Us message. Again, just
the beginning of this huge project.
Before the campaign began, the group
collected more data. Information like
police records of alcohol-related arrests
and emergency room records of alcoholrelated sicknesses, etc. were collected as a
comparison base for the study's end. This
archival data will allow the group to see if
their project has had an impact on any of
these numbers.
The message implementation began in
August as planned. Ads in The Breeze,
logos on table tents, a slide before UPBhosted movies, bus fliers, Q101 and WXJM
commercials, buttons, fliers for doors and
billboards in residence halls were all
smothered with the first two series of the
Most of Us messages.
Eight predominantly freshman residence halls were targeted. Four of them
were "saturated" with the messages,
according to McAllister. At the project's
end, the group will look for differences
between the saturated halls and the
other four.
With the implementation in the works;
the reinforcement phase begins. Visits to
the four saturated residence halls to see if
students are getting the message happen
often and unannounced by members of
the Health Center's REACH Educators.
Students with a poster on their door
will be asked if they can explain the
message. If they can, they will receive a
free pre-paid phone card, another incentive of the program. The four saturated
halls are Garber, McGraw-Long, Hillside
and Potomac.
Students seen wearing the Most of Us
buttons around campus can also be
approached with the same question and
receive $1 for a correct answer. In addition, any student around campus may be
stopped and asked if they've seen the
fliers and if they know what they mean —
a correct answer here also wins a dollar.
After a year of spreading the Most of
Us word, the group will re-administer the
survey to all eight halls to see if there is a
difference in the saturated halls.
Throughout the year, students can
expect to see more statistical data from
Most of Us, including posters targeting
how drinking affects grades, memory loss,
how friends can help each other and how
to limit or refuse drinks.

*

r^

"Living in Hillside, no I don't agree.
At 10:00 this morning, 1 woke up •
and there was vomit in the toilet. I
know there are at least six to eight
drinks by modest drinkers a week."

1

Jeff Mallinger
ISAT

"I'd agree to that, because some
freshmen are afraid they're going
to get arrested."

Shalon Lester
Pre-SMAD

"A lot of people drink. I've seen a lot
of people drunk. I don't think everyone has gotten used to the freedom to
do things without parents grounding
(hem."
Avery McEachem
Undecided

"At the parties I've been to I've seen
a lot of freshmen that are drinking. It
seems like it's the 'in' thing to do."

Neeta Bajwa
Undecided

"From what I've seen, people drink
to get drunk. They're drinking to be
social or because of pressure."

Beth Traynham
Undecided

COMPILED BY CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER JEN WATKINS
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1WECANFIXIT!
We can repair any Bike!

Jta)u(l SJoutioue. C*
3311 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

*

WE SELL
• Clothing
Accessories
Parts

H;irn\c.nhur». VA:2X0I

(540) 432-0280

Alternative clothing,
lingerie, accessories, videos,
adult novelties
Mon-Sat 10 a.m. -9 p.m.

Tune-ups and Repairs
t ■ '

3051 S. Main Street

432-6403

'

International Dance
fnends don't let friends drivt drank

Tuesday, September 28
PC Ballroom, 7:30 - 11 p.m.

©
U.S. Department of Transportation

fiBnreeze

' RrorMr^tojMmMadboaUnWrrsitr"
community for over 75 years.

Let's da nee!
fi

Lirtto© Diroce Display - tjia&f, Chs-chs ^DJ
T-o«?Dy word
Presented by Dr. and Mrs. Charles Harris

fi WdJU k2$tero Dtroce display
-

Coordinated by Ms. JoAnne Brewster

'■

something
to say?
Write a fetter
to tfie editor at
The 'Breezel

ji Breeze

RenWm Ihc Jw Mutton Vnytnily '
commyntlr for mr TS t—n.
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flt 8:30 you h^e the
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For more information or questions call x7172 or visit
www.imu.edu/international/iweek9Q
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SPORTS
JMU's winning
weekend
JMU's athletic teams were j
5-0 at home this weekend, j
Here's at look at these five JMU

victories

Friday
7 p.m. Godwin Hall
JMU's volleyball team begins
its match against CAA rival
William & Mary in the teams'
first conference game of the year.

7:30 Bridgeforth Stadium
Nearly 900 people — the
most ever for a JMU field hockey
home game — show up to watch
the Dukes host Radford.

8:30 Bridgeforth Stadium
Senior Katrina Hunter scores
her third goal of the game as the
field hockey team takes a 4-1
over Radford. JMU would go on
to win the game, 5-1.

8:45 Godwin Hall
JMU wins the third game of
its match over W&M, sweeping
the Tribe, 15-11, 15-10, 15-5. The
Dukes' 13th consecutive home
win boosts the team's record to
9-2 overall this year.

Saturday
2 p.m. Godwin Hall
For the second time in less
than 24 hours, the volleyball
team suits up to face another
CAA rival, this time Virginia
Commonwealth.

2:15 Reservoir St.
Junior Reggie Rivers scores a
beautiful goal, 15 minutes into
the men's soccer team's first
CAA game of the year to give
the Dukes a 2-0 lead over UNCWilmington.

3:45 Godwin Hall
Volleyball sweeps VCU,
improving to 10-2 this year.

4:00 Reservoir St.
The final horn blows at the
men's soccer field, signaling a 21 JMU win.

6:05 Bridgeforth Stadium
The MRD's rendition of the
Star Spangled Banner concludes,
and the football team takes to the
field to battle the seventh-ranked
Blue Hens of Delaware.

6:40 Bridgeforth Stadium
The crowd erupts as Mark
Coates' 94-yard fumble return
gives the Dukes a 7-0 lead.

8:56 Bridgeforth Stadium
Fireworks explode over
Bridgeforth Stadium- as the
Dukes celebrate on the field. The
21-7 win is the Dukes' first over
a ranked opponent since 1997.
The football team's win is the
fifth home victory for a JMU athletic team in two days.

S'I'KVK iil.ASS/senior photographer

Senior outside hitter Lindsay Collingwood (8) and senior setter Christina Gianino (13) look on as senior middle hitter Taryn Kirk (9)
goes up for the ball during JMU's win over Virginia Commonwealth University on Saturday.

Dukes' streak continues
JMU volleyball team cruises to two conference victories

i

AN BOWMAN
contributing writer

The JMU women's volleyball
team defeated the Rams of Virginia Commonwealth 15-2, 15-6,
15-12 on Saturday afternoon,
pushing its consecutive home
winning streak, dating back to
last season, to 13 games.
More importantly, the win
pushed its overall record to 10-2
(2-0 in the conference).
The Dukes, who dominated
the first game of the match, winning 15-2, were led by senior
outside hitter Lindsay Collingwood, who had 17 kills on the
offensive end, and was second
on the team in digs with 11 for
the match.
"I believe we set the
tempo," sophomore middle hitter Danielle Heinbaugh said.
"We were able to serve well
and we played good defense in
the first game."
Heinbaugh, who played in
two of the three games, tallied
five kills and two block assists
on the day.
The second game wasn't
much closer, as the Dukes won
15-6. JMU called a timeout

with a 9-4 lead, and clamped
down, only allowing two Ram
points thereafter.
"In the first two games, our
serving and passing was pretty
good," Coach Chris Beerman
said. "Our defensive intensity
was solid, and if a team can't
pass well, you'll be able to win
15-1 almost every time."
The third game was a struggle for the Dukes, as they barely
won 15-12. With a 10-12
deficit, JMU rallied to reel
off five straight points to
earn the victory.
"Karla [Gessler] hit a lot
of hard balls," Collingwood
said. "Good plays are able
to switch momentum in an
instant, and Karla was able
to do that with her two
kills."
Beerman said, "VCU
picked up their serving in —
the third game. They made
that third game tough on us."
The Dukes' first conference
win came on Friday night, as
JMU defeated the Tribe from
William & Mary 15-11,15-10,155. Overall, JMU has won seven
straight in the series between the
two schools.

"I would say that we haven't
reached our potential yet, which
is a good thing," Beerman said.
"We've had a tough early schedule, and we have gotten off to a
solid start."
Heinbaugh said, "1 believe
we have a good chance of winning the CAA this season. I
think that our toughest competition this season is American, our
rivals from last season."

ranking in the pre-season, we
have to be on top of our game
every game in order to win."
Beerman said, "Every team is
going to be gunning for us and
playing their best game versus
us. We have to play up every
game, especially on the road."
The Dukes seemed to be lacking the mental aspect of the
game going into the third game.
Despite coming through in
crunch time to win 15-12,
— Coach Beerman said he
thought they could have
played better.
"There's always room
for improvement, especially
in the concentration area,"
he said.
yy
Despite a tendency to
play very close games, the
Chris Bee rman Dukes remain at the top of
JMU volleyball couch on his team's 10 2 start the CAA.
The Dukes' next game
is tomorrow night at RadThe Dukes, who were picked ford University.
as pre-season favorites to repeat
JMU's next conference game
as champs in the CAA, will have is at home versus UNC-Wilmtheir work cut out for them.
ington on Friday, Oct. 1 at 7 p.m.
"All of our conference games The Dukes also host East Caroliare important to win this sea- na, another CAA member, on
son," Collingwood said. Saturday, Oct. 2 at 2 p.m. in
"Because of our number-one Godwin Hall.

/ would say that we
haven *t reached our
potential yet, which is a
good thing.
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st JMU Freshmen
said they NEVER had a
t memory loss from
alcohol or drug use.

Don't be a couch potato this week..

Week of Sept.27- Oct.3

TO UREC!

Pickleball Tournament
Date: Oct. 3
Time: 2-6 pm
'Especially for first year students!

Upcoming Events
Leave No Trace/Land Management Clinic
Date: Oct. 6
Time: 7-8:30 pm
Learn about the region's unique resources while discussing
who manages them for the public interest.

Racquetball Doubles
Aqua Exercise
Every day except Saturday 5:30-6:00 pm
A thorough, safe workout for all skill levels.
Progressive Muscle Relaxation

Entries Due: Oct. 4-7
Play Dates: Oct. 13 - Dec. 8
Manager's Meeting: Oct. 11, 6 pm

Duke's Homecoming 5k Fun Walk/Run
Date: Oct. 23

Date: Sept. 29
Time: 7-8 pm
Learn how to soothe your mind and body through relax-

Start Time: 9:30 am
Check In Time: 8:30 am

ation techniques.

Entry Fee: $10
Sign

up

Call 568-8714 to register

early for all programs at the Program Registration
Call x8700 for more information • visit us at www.jmu.edu/recreation

Desk!

-
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Hunter's hat trick paces Dukes
Field hockey downs Highlanders, 5-1, in front of record crowd
VIS CLINGENPEEL
contributing
writer
| egg
The eighth-ranked Dukes
were seeking a win over the visiting Radford Highlanders and
to set the NCAA record for
attendance at a field hockey
game on Friday night.
While the Dukes did not
break the NCAA mark, they
did set a JMU record with 882 in
attendance, and they did get a 51 victory in front of a large,
vocal crowd.
"It was awesome," senior cocaptain Sara Perilla said. "That
was something we've never
experienced before. We were just
on fire because of it. They were
so loud, it was great."
Senior co-captain Katrina
Hunter said, "It just set us up for
success. Having that many people here just empowers you to
play better. You look up into the
stands, see that many people
and hear them behind you. It's
just an awesome feeling."
The victory was a sizable one,
but could have been much bigger. The Dukes (6-1) couldn't
convert on several good scoring
opportunities in the first half.
JMU was, however, able to

KATIE Y/lLSOWphoio editor

JMU redshirt junior forward Julie Martinez avoids a defender during the Dukes' 5-1 win over Radford
on Friday. Martinez scored the Dukes' first goal in the game.

score twice in the first half.
Junior Julie Martinez scored the
Dukes' first goal when she
tipped in a rebound that had
gotten away from Radford goal-

keeper Brooke Peterson 11 minutes into the game. Hunter
scored the second goal on a
penalty comer with assists going
to Perilla and junior Liz Sanders.

Aside from those two scores the
Dukes had a lot of trouble concerting offensively in the first
see FIELD page 29

Sophomore Rivers scores game-winner in 2-1 win over Seahawks
The JMU men's soccer team
won their first CAA game of the
season yesterday, beating North
Carolina-Wilmington 2-1.
Coming off a 2-1 loss to
Philadelphia University Wednesday night, the Dukes bounced
back with a strong conference
win against UNCW.
The Dukes scored both their
goals in the first half, which
made the defense control the
game in the second half.
The first JMU goal was an
own goal that occurred in the
10th minute when junior Niki
Budalich's corner kick was initially deflected out of the goal by
Seahawk goalkeeper Harri
Staven. But then the ball was
inadvertently headed into the
net by a UNCW defender.
In the 37th minute of the
game, the Dukes took a 2-0
lead when sophomore Reggie
Rivers blasted a 30-yard shot
into the upper right hand corner of the net.
"I got the ball on the side and
split two defenders," Rivers said.
"Then 1 just took the opportunity
to put the ball in the goal."
UNCW got on the scoreboard
in the 74th minute when Ahmed

Gotta
believe
in JMU
I vvas in a Harrisonburg
hardware store this week,
looking for odds and ends for
the ol' Bandwagon, and I
thought to myself, "this racing
stripe would look a lot cooler
on the wagon than it does on
the new Volvo 950."
That's when a group of
hecklers pointed out that the
bandwagon could use one of
those cool crowns for the
back window.
Just then, it hit me. What
would happen to the Bandwagon if Delaware came in to
town and took the Dukes
behind the Woodshed?
Shucks, they were ranked
seventh in I-AA, and JMU had
lost 10 straight to ranked
opponents.
Wing T, schming T.

Men's soccer edges UNCW
MATTHEW HAHNE
contributing writer
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El Rafei flicked an Austin
MacPhee cross into the right corner past diving JMU senior
goalkeeper Billy DuRoss.
However, the Dukes defense
was too strong for the Seahawks
to come back from a 2-0 deficit.
"The defense played well,"
DuRoss, who had three saves,
including a shot on a breakaway by UNCW, said. "We
kept it smart and did what we
had to do."
Overall, Coach Tom Martin
said he was pleased with the
results of the game, but was disappointed with his team's performance in the second half.
"Good result, but poor effort
in second half due to lazy playing," he said. "We should have
put them away, making the
score 3-0 instead of giving them
a goal and suddenly turning it
into a close game."
Other contributors in the
team's victory include junior
Atle Rognerud, junior Brandon
Wright, junior Randy Steeprow
and junior Seppo Jokisalo. They
had a total of nine shots on goal
between the four of them.
Freshman Brian McGettigan,
junior Ed Fox and senior Ivar Sigurjonsson came off the bench and
played strongly for the Dukes,
adding four shots on goal.

STEVE GLASSAwiior photographer

Senior forward Ivar Sigurjonsson (11) and freshman midfielder
Brian McGettigan (17) converge on a UNCW player on Saturday.

The win yesterday makes the
Dukes' record 6-1-1, and marks
the 200th win for Martin at JMU.
Martin has been head coach
at JMU for 13 years and has

never had a losing season.
The Dukes travel to St. Francis (Pa.) tomorrow. They host
CAA-opponent American University Saturday at 7 p.m.

Coach Mickey Matthews,
worried about the Hens vaunted wing-T offense all week,
must have spiked the Dukes
halftime Gatorade, because the
defense came out fired up, registering six sacks in the second
half en route to a 21-7 upset of
the Blue Hens.
Ok, so who's making a run
to the printer with the "Do you
Believe?" T-shirts?
If you thought the first two
conference wins were an aberration, think again. Matthews
has brought in an air of confidence, a swagger if you will,
and his Dukes have already
matched last season's win total
just four weeks into the season.
Granted, Saturday night
wasn't the kind of offensive
showcase Matthews will be
proud of — they were out
gained 352 to 172, UD ran 96
plays to a paltry 47 for the
Dukes, six three and outs for
Berry and Co. — but they got
the job done.
Does that sound like the
make of a winning team or
what? Not having a great statistical game, but making the
plays when it counted to come
out on top?
Big Play #1: On UD's second drive of the game, the
Hens faced fourth and one on
the JMU goal line. In what *
see MORANT page 27
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d^5 Sfotfigtit
Cha Guzman
•Vice President of Administration and
Institutional Advancement, Austin
Community College.
•Previous associate chancellor for
Academic Support Programs of Texas
A&M University, program director for
Texas Alliance for Minority Participation,
and program officer at the Natl. Science
Foundation.
•Chair to President Clinton's White
House Commission on Educational
Excellence for Hispanic Americans,
President of Texas Association for
Bilingual Education and member of
Texas Association for Chicanos in
Higher Education. Named to Who's
Who in Education (1993), and Who's
Who in American Women (1989).

Tues. Sept. 28
7 p.m.
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium
FREE Admission
Program sponsored by Center forMulticultural Student Services

18,000
PEOPLE WILL SEE
THIS SPACE

TODAY
Shouldn't uour ad be
here?
Call 565-6127 for advertising information.

dBf<reeze

Nruriiing ihi Jjutts Madison I 'uivtmily
i ommunlly for over 75 yean.

Pheasant Run
It's in the Cards.

YOU CAN ... Own a brand new
townhome from only $92,500.
YOU CAN... Experience the comfort
and privacy only townhome living
provides with approximately
1,500 square feet, 4 bedrooms,
2.5 baths, living room and
den, huge kitchen with
microwave, washers and
dryers, patio or deck, and
private storage shed.
From .1 Ml lake South Main SI. and lurn I ill
on Rocco Ave. across from the llurtman Dodge
just past the 1,2,3 Movie Theater.
On Rocco, turn right on Pheasant Run Circle.
Hie Model/Office is located at 579 Pheasant Run Circle.
Parking is available in the Pheasant Run Townhome I .<>(.

YOU CAN ... Enjoy a convenient location
adjacent to Purcell Park, on bus route, close
to grocery and restaurants, only 1 mile
to campus.
YOU CAN ... lurn your rental
housing expense into tax
benefits.
YOU CAN ... Utilize
our state-of-the-art
telecommunications network
with JMU Ethernet connections,
telephone and cable jacks in each
bedroom.
Call 801 0660 or
877 266 7786 today.
www.phcasantrun.net

Start planning your future.
Invest in a Pheasant Run Townhome.
-
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Dukes split with RU, UNC
DUKES, from page 25

half.
"We dominated and controlled the
ball well, but they packed it in, which is
tough because we really like to spread
things out," Coach Christy Morgan said.
"We had to find another way around and
we did. We played the game that was
given to us in the second half."
The Dukes were more successful in
the second half. Hunter added two more
goals on penalty corners for a hat trick.
Perilla, Sanders and junior Whitney
Diebolt received assists on Hunter's second half goals. The Dukes' fifth and final
goal was scored by freshman Carrie
Phillips with one minute remaining in the
contest.
The Highlanders came into the game
with a lot of emotion, but did not have
much to show for it. The sole highlight
for Radford came with two minutes
remaining in the first half. On a breakaway situation, Dukes junior goalkeeper
Amanda Latz moved out to challenge an
attacker. When the shot got away from
her, senior Laura Morrow was able to put
it away for the Highlanders' (1-7) only
score.
Latz made one save in just under 60
minutes of play. Redshirt freshman
Kiernan Raffo relieved Latz and played
the final 10 minutes of the game but didn't have to make any saves.
The Dukes have now won four
straight games since losing to fifth-

ranked Ohio State 4-3 on Sept. 9. JMU
was looking at their next game as possibly being the biggest one of the year,
traveling on the road to battle the thirdranked North Carolina Tar Heels. After
Friday's win, the Dukes said they think
they ready for the Tar Heels.
"We just need to do a couple of little
things," Perilla said. "We just need to
keep the pressure on and put the ball in.
We had great team work today, which is
something we've been working on lately.
If we can do that, then we'll be all set."
Sunday in Chapel Hill, the Dukes put
the pressure on, but fell short, as the Tar
Heels prevailed, 3-2.
The loss drops the Dukes to 6-2. North
Carolina improved to 8-1.
The Dukes fell behind 1-0 at 31:35
when Abby Martin scored for the Tar
Heels. JMU tied things up on a goal by
junior Traci Forchetti with an assist from
junior Whitney Diebolt at 25:07. UNC
went into halftime up 2-1 when Kristen
McCann scored one minute after
Forchetti.
Martinez tallied for the Dukes at 29:52
to tie the score at two. Junior Heidi
Arnaudon was credited with the assist.
UNC's Katie McDonald scored the game
winner with 11:22 remaining.
Latz had five saves in goal for JMU.
JMU opens its Colonial Athletic
Association campaign Wednesday when
they host the Richmond Spiders at
Bridgeforth Stadium at 7:30 p.m.

JMU Women's Soccer
vs. American
Wednesday
September 29
7 pm

-Hut

KATIE WII.SON//>/K</<> cililor

Junior Liz Sanders readies to send in a corner in the Dukes' 5-1 home win over
Radford Friday. JMU set a home attendance record when 882 people attended.

FREE PAINTBALL

®

Reservoir Street Soccer & Lacrosse Field

JMU Field Hockey

CALL (540) S64-0002

-Jr.

vs. Richmond
Wednesday
September 29
7:30 pm
Bridgeforth Stadium
wmt.jmu edu/athleti< -s

INCLUDES:
• Free equipment rental
• Free field fees
• Free 500 rounds ammo.

1*
• Team Challenges

•

Great for Sports Teams, Frats, or Sororities

r
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BROUGHT TO YOU
BY TWO BEERS
AND SOME COLD MEDICINE.
To your body, alcohol and medicine can seem very similar. Both can affect your
balance, coordination, and ability to see accurately. Skills that are <
essential to riding. After drinking or taking medication, don't ride.
That's the best prescription for your safety. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION

iiBreeze

Rractiing the James Madison I nivenkv '
community for over 75 years.

Depression.
Aflaty in chemistry,
not character.
htr more information call I-HdO-717-.i 111.

NATIONAL ALLIANCE FOR RESEARCH
ON SCHIZOPHRENIA ANO DEPRESSION

dBnreeze

Krai liinc Uir Jaii.cs MacHson University "
iI
mill t > for <>> ri 75 > r;ir >

If you're really concerned
aboutyour health, give your safety
belt a workout. It's the best
exercise we know-to keep you
and your medical costs -

from going through the roof.

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY/
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY Bat
Items a, Prices Good Through October 2. 1999 In
Harrtsonbura Copyright 1999 Krooer Mid Atlantic
We reserve the right to limit quantities
None told to dealer*

^Breeze

Keartanr; aV James Madta* I !■%«*>
community for over 75 ytran.

WED THUR
29
30

FRI
1

SAT
2

We Are Committed To ServinK You
If you nave questions, comments or suooestions pl«*M call:

1*^3

ATM

1-800-853-3033
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WOMEN'S SOCCER
Freshman Meredith McClure's header off a cross from
sophomore Beth McNamara with 17:55 remaining lifted the
Dukes to a 2-1 road win over Maryland.
JMU improved to 6-3 on the season, while Maryland
dropped to 3-5-1.
Senior Aimee Grahe netted the other Dukes goal on an
another assist from McNamara. Sophomore goalie Suzanne
Wilson made five saves.

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
At the George Washington University Invitational in Centreville Sunday, the Dukes finished with a score of 21, good for
second out of 11 teams. Georgetown University won the
event with a score of 19.
Senior Heather Hanscom recorded the fifth best time in
JMU history, winning the 5,000 meter race in 17:25.70. Senior
Bethany Eigel finished in third place with a time of 17:41.02,
and sophomore Michelle Smith came in seventh in 18:14.34.
Also running well for the Dukes was junior Sarah Burkett,
who earned 12th place with a time of 18:36.04; and junior
Brett Romano, who finished the course in 18:36.24.
Senior Bridget Quenzer was the final Duke to finish in the
top 20, as she came in 18th with a time of 18:49.33. The
Dukes next run Oct. 9 at the Hall-Short Invitational.

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
JMU's "B" team finished tied for second with VMI at the VMI
Cross Country Invitational Saturday.
Davidson College won the meet with a score of 46 points.
JMU tallied 52.
Leading the Dukes was freshman Drew Stocklecher, who
finished the 5,000 meter course in 27:34.6. Freshman Dave
Raymond came in sixth place in 26:37.2. Freshman Chris
Kenna was eighth in 27:44.2.
Freshman Jerry Doyle finished in 16th place in 28:21.1.
Junior Jay Dinsick came in 18th in 28:36.5.

Monday, Sept. 27, 1999

Mo rant in driver's seat
of crowded bandwagon
MORANT, from page 25
went down as a 14-point swing,
the stingy defense made a monumental stand. Cornerback
Mark Coates batted down an
option pitch from quarterback
Matt Nagy and the ball took a
golden bounce off the turf right
into his hands. Ninety-four
yards later and Coates was celebrating with the Marching Royal
Dukes.
(For the legions of fans waiting in the chat room Thursday
night, apologies all around, I
totally forgot about the
"Friends" season premiere. 1 was
glued to it and the VT-Clemson
tilt. We'll be back at the same
time, same .com this week).
There really wasn't a a big
play #2, but the defense put
together a collective effort to
stymie the A-10's top rushing
attack.
Clinging to a 14-7 lead in the
third quarter, the sleeping dogs
awoke. End Christ Morant, who
limped off the field in the second
quarter, returned to sack UD
quarterback Brian Ginn on a
third and 15 to force a punt.
On the next series, Morant,
who fouled up the Hens' coup

all evening, sacked Ginn on second down. Linebacker Mike
Luckie chased him down on
third for a 12-yard loss, and the
Hens were punting again.
UD got the ball in the fourth
quarter, and it was more of the
same. On fourth and 11 from the
Dukes 34-yard line, Morant rang
up the hat trick for sacks by
dropping Ginn for a seven-yard
loss, ending the Hens threat and
putting JMU alone atop the conference standings for the first
time since the Ice Age.
I guess Matthews dragging
the players to the film room at
6:45 a.m. last week paid off.
Linebacker Derrick Pack, the
team's leading tackier, said after
the game, "We watched so much
film this week on them, we
knew everything they were
doing. Nothing they did out
there surprised us."
(Note to Dukes fans: 1 guess
we're not calling him Mickey
Mouth anymore, eh?)
Matthews,
the
quote
machine, rolled on after the win:
"We couldn't throw it or run it
out there, and it was feast or
famine for our offense tonight.
But I thought we out-competed

them."
What's he going to do for an
encore to get the troops fired up
for the tussle in West Philly?
Possibly load the team up on PC
Dukes Philly Cheesesteaks, so
when they get one Friday in the
City of Brotherly Love, it will
taste that much better?
Villanova is no joke — 3-1,
and 2-0 in the conference. They
pass the ball like it's going out of
style. VU is coming off a 34-6
win over Penn in which Chris
Boden threw for a school-record
424 yards. Saturday's game will
have an eerie feel — the Dukes
had the same exact start in 1997.
They lost their season opener
to a I-A school (Ball State), won
their next three games and then
traveled to play Villanova. The
Dukes lost that one, 49-17 and it
sent them into a downward spiral where they lost five in a row
and finished 5-6 in Alex Wood's
third year at the helm.
The Bandwagon made some
room up front this week for several members of the defense, and
Chris Morant, he of the raised,
tilted hat, is taking the wheel.
You won't hear any Britney
Spears out of this ride.

RU Looking At Graduate Schools?
LookAtRadford University.
RADFORD
UMVERsny

Here's A Peek
• Over 45 programs of study at the master's and
specialist levels, many with national recognition.
• One of the lowest graduation tuition in Virginia:
$150 per credit hour in-state; $303 per credit hour
out-of-state.
• Variety of financial aid opportunities available,
including scholarships, loans, graduate
assistantships, and tuition waivers.
• Spectacular location in the mountains of
Southwestern Virginia with many recreational
opportunities nearby.
• Beautiful Campus with outstanding facilities,
including on-campus housing for graduate students
and opportunities for room scholarships.
•Comfortable graduate enrollment of 1,000 students
resulting in small classes and close interaction
among Students and Faculty.

29

Graduate Majors Include:
• Art Education
• Communication Sciences
and Disorders (M.S., M.A.)
• Education (M.S.)
• Environmental and Engineering
Geosciences (M.S.)
• Psychology (M.S., M.A.)
• Social Work (M.S.W.)
• Business Administration (M.B.A.)
• Corporate and Professional
Communication (M.S)
• Educational Leadership (M.S.)

International Economics (M.S.)
Nursing (M.S.N.)
Reading (M.S.)
Special Education (M.S.)
Computational Sciences (M.S.)
Criminal Justice (M.A., M.S.)
Counselor Education (M.S.)
English (M.A., M.S.)
Music (M.A., M.S.)
Physical Education (M.S.)
School Psychology (Ed.S.)
Studio Art (M.F.A.)

To Learn More Please Come By Our Booth
at the UVA Graduate School Fair on
Thursday September 30, 1999 from 10:00 - 2:30 p.m.
Or Contact:
Admissions Coordinator • Graduate Studies • P.O. Box 6928
Radford University • Radford, VA 24142
Phone: (540)831-5431 • Fax: (540)831-6061 •e-mail: gradcoll@runet.edu

Visit Our Web Sites On The Web

RADFORD UNIVERSITY: http://www.runet.edu
GRADUATE CATALOG: http://www.runet.edu/GradCatalog/Gradlndex.html
ON-LINE APPLICATION: http://www.runet.edu/~gradcoll
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BACK TO SCHOOL
hopp
Grocery Outlet
Featuring close-outs from the
grocery industry that

'SAVE YOU MONEY
New items arriving constantly.
All items 100%
satisfaction guaranteed.
We Accept Food Stamps

PrePaid Digital PCS Phone Service

Easy To Use
NO Contract
NO Credit Check
NO Security Deposit
NO Activation Fee
NO Monthly Billing
NO Waiting

Be a Sharp Shopper
and Squeeze Your hard
Earned Grocery Dollars
2475-A South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
(Beside Pharmhouse)

(540) 434-8848
Other LocationsWktOtotown. PA
Knox, PA
Ephraia. PA

IIIIHIlttXPRESS
1f AND READY
Y

jo G5vr

'

*i *TO t« «<

s,ore

Hours: (All Locations)
Mon.-Wed. 8-6,
Thurs. & Fri. 8-9, Sat. 8-5 ——
CLOSED Sunday
-±-±

only

'7m '•-»

9-

includes a $20 calling card

ILIHUKiNETI
Fast, Easy Internet Connection

Affordable Solutions
No 401 (k). No profit sharing.
No stock options. Yet, you won't
find better benefits anywhere.

PEACE CORPS

How far are you willing to go to make a dili'erence?

>#

Some restrictions apply. See store for details

Wednesday, September 29
Informational Interviews Information Meeting
^ 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Taylor 307

Local dial up convenience
Reliable network
Round-the-clock customer care
20 Hours = $11.95
Unlimited Hours = $19.95

<...

CFWlntelos

6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Taylor 404

•••►

vvwvv.peacecorps.gov » 1-800-424-8580
Stop by & learn about the hundreds of
overseas volunteer opportunities!

.cfw.com

432-R3R3
fc

vuuw

600 Univ

ersity Boulevard
& Valley Mall
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broad

air
Thinking about going abroad? Then
don't miss this event!
Learn about:
•Where to study abroad
• How to travel, intern,work, and volunteer abroad
FREE Food, gifts, and prizes!

Win a round-trip ticket
to LONDON!
j
Participants:
Semester in:
Florence
London
Martinique
Paris
Salamanca
Summer in:
Ghana
Malta
Guatemala
Israel
Scotland
Honduras
Exhanges to:
Korea
Japan
Spain
Scotland
•JMU/VA International Internships
•Teacher Education Field Experiences
Rome/Wales
•Travel/Study to France/Italy
•International Business Exchange Program
•JMU/ACTR Program to Russia
•Study Abroad in Latin America

•Institute lor Study Abroad
•Center for Education Abroad
•COUNCIL
•Council Travel
•Institute for the Education of Students
•Victoria University of Technology (Australia
•American Institute for Foreign Study
•University of Ulster (Northern Ireland)
•Rollins College
•Center for Global Education
•Syracuse University-Programs Abroad
•Boston University-International Programs
•The School for Field Studies
•Australian Education Connection
•AustraLearn
•University of Western Australia
•Partnership for Service Learning
•Augsburg College-Programs Abroad
•American Intercontinental University
•WorldTeach
•LEXIA
•Mary Baldwin College-Programs Abroad

For more info visit:
www.jmu.edu/international/iweek99
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Crete Legs Nile $7.99/ b.
Tuesday Night and Sunday Night
Tuesday Night
Jimmy 0 after 10p.m.

Oysters
$3/
doz.
Raw/ Steamed Only
Wednesday Night after 4 p.m.

Clam Night $7.95 doz

Raw/ Steamed Only
Thursday Night after 4 p.m.

FUZZY SPROUTS
Friday Night

after 10 p.m.

Weekend Entertainment

Late Nite Menu- available until 1:30 a.m
Wings $3/ doz.- Mild, Med. Hot, or Hellfire
*
^m^ Sunday Brunch 11 a.m.- 3 p.m
Large Lunch Menu.
Formerly Awful Arthurs
Some Owner/New Name

30 W. Water St. Harrisonburg
7 Days a Week, 11 a.m.-2 am

433-9874

SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

^>tudy
Sbroad
Semester In

PARIS
Spring 2000
Limited spaces still available
For more info contact:
Dr. Bob Horn
x3219
e-mail at: hornrn@jmu.edu
/ -,
I /-> / 5

Office of International Programs
James Mad ison Un ivers i ty

RillemtBC 1*03. H-n»iW»V» 2M0T. t.l S*0-6«<-**19

TWL

HMM IM0. uhiuluulfH I<I

why say it twice
when once will suffice?

The Breeze

LIFESTYLE
Mon. thru Thurs.

Wed. Sept. 29 at 8:00 p.m.

Court
Sept.27 thru 30 at 7>30 p.m.
Square
H Theater

STAR WARS

A
Brewing Cal

DUUUM

Phantom Menace

HJM

All Tickets just $3.00

433-9189

Monday, Sept. 27, 1999

1

.„nl>i''

434-8777

SHAKE
On the Terrace

Artl
Dodger

S3

Wed. Sept. 29 at 9:00 p.m.

THEA

I Coffeehouse

Musical Wonderwoman

432-1179

Today's crossword brought to you by Court Square
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ACROSS
1 _ Kong
5 Take five
9 More than
enough
14 Depravity
15 Machu Picchu
resident
16 Played again
17 Musical Horne
18 Open some
19 Harold of "Safety
Last"
20 Victimizers
22 List-ending abbr.
23 Sturdy carl
24 Beginnings
27 _ Park. CO
30 Nutmeg spice
32 Gullible person
33 Arkin or King
34 Ryan and Worth
36 Take to court
37 Styling products
38 Greek letter
39 Tender spot
40 Luau garland
41 Connected
42 Caked deposit
43 Vaudeville's
Tanguay
44 Oriental fryers
45 Impudent
46 Tyrant
48 Fiery gem

50 Stetson or
fedora
51 Preceded in time
56 Fictional
detective Vance
58 Jolly laugh
59 Expose
60 Home-run king
61 Level
62 Capital of Peru
63 "We hold _
truths to be..."
64 Roman god of
war
65 Dash

26 Rapid
27 Scored two
under par
28 Record holder
29 "Rocky" co-star
30 Card-game
displays
31 Against: pref.
34 Simpleton

48 One not
mentioned
49 Unskilled
laborers
51 Hey!
52 Celestial
explosion
53 Follow
54 Columnist
Bombeck
55 College bigwig
56 Light touch
57 Doubter's
exclamation

35 Stink
39
41
45
47

DOWN
1 Lend a hand
2 Above
3 September's
number
4 Makes joyful
5 Rodeo rope
6 Relish
7 Cicatrix
8 Old sailors
9 Dahl and Francis
10 Thaws
11 Computers
12 Spread over a
surface
13 Call off
21
gratia artis
24 Marine expanse
25 Zodiac sign

Climbable
Car color combo
Depressed
_ Hills, IL

Answers to Thursday's puzzle:
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HOROSCOPES
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today is
an 8 — Things could get kind of
Today's Birthday (Sept. 27) This year,
'
\ locked up today. The traffic is
money's a focal point, especially money
pretty heavy. You might be one
you're earning the easy way — through
of the few people who can
appreciation. Hide your savings in a safe
place in October. Avoid a downturn in negotiate in and out. So, make sure the
December. If you can leave it where it will right message gets to the right person.
grow, which you can, you'll have a nice
nest egg by May. Meanwhile, play a game Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today is
a 7 — Focus your attention on a
for free in February. To cut costs — and
friend today. This person needs
for fun — let friends put you up in
your support. Your life has
August.
been kind of confusing lately,
To get the advantage, check the day's but this person has had some real
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most problems to deal with. Offer a helping
and healing hand.
challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today
is an 8 — Money, money,
money, money! Is that all you
can think about? There's a
rumor money's coming into
your account soon. But, wait! There are
some technical difficulties! Ain't that just
the way it goes? Grab hold of as much as
possible before it all gets away.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) —Today is
^_^ a 7 — You're sure getting a lot
N cs\ of questions. Everybody wants
(_,,/ to pick your brain, but they
don't want to pay you expert
wages! Don't give up or give away
everything you know. Keep a couple of
aces up your sleeve.

Libra (Sept. 23-OcL 23) —Today is a
7 — The more money you save,
the more you seem to need. Is
this what they call "keeping it
in circulation?" You want to
buy gifts for your family and your
friends, but hold off on some of that stuff.
Better pay off the old bills before you
make new ones.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) — Today is
a 4 — Continue to put your
support behind another person
today. Somebody else is going
to be more effective at
achieving your goals than you are. That's
not to say you're not effective; it's just
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a 7 that the best way to do it right now is to
- .-^. — You could get a chance to work through somebody else.
'^X use some of the things you
W learned recently. Don't be upset Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) —
Today is an 8 — You may be
if you don't get it perfect yet.
eagerly anticipating going back
You're on your way to Carnegie Hall,
to work, amazing though that
remember? So, just keep practicing.
may sound. An idea is burning
You're doing fine.
inside you, demanding to be expressed.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today is a Your friends want to help, too. So, rip and
6 — This is another Walter tear. You all could make a big difference,
Mitty sort of day. You have but be patient.
wonderful dreams, yet you're
surrounded by the nagging Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) —Today
is a 6 — Today, there should be
same-old-same-old. Which will prevail?
' ^7 plenty of love but maybe not
Well, the more you believe in your
enough money. Don't worry
dreams, the stronger they become.

V

about how you'll afford something you
want, especially if it involves romance in
any way. Working on problems together
is a bonding experience and might even
be fun. Take on a challenge.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today
is a 7 — You should take your
^.vacation at this time of year.
That way work won't interfere
with your fun. You may also be
so intrigued with a household project that
you don't give a fig about what's
happening at your job. Be careful of that.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today is
a 7 — Confusion's still out
there, but that's OK. Just keep
doing what worked before, and
it'll work again. Practice is what
will get you into the big time. Don't
dismay if somebody tells you it can't bv
done. Just because they can't, doesn't
mean you can't.
-Tribune Media Services
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SUN. SEPT. 2*5 - OCT. 2 ONLY! fM

_. EXAMPLES:

$110i

1

uwrTi

PRICES
GOOD
THRU

=$150

oo

ON ALL MANUFACTURER'S COUPONS VALUED...
You can get double savings at Farmer Jack. Bring in your manufacturer's $ 1 off or less
coupons and get double the savings from Farmer Jack. (Not to Include retailer, free, or
coupons exceeding the item value.) You must purchase the item in sizes and quantities
iecified. Additional coupons for identical items will be redeemed at face value.

Pries reduction for llcmr. noted 'Wl are supported
by the HinulaiLifr Such Mcmi arc tubjccl lo Mill
tae en the fftfH retail price prior lo reduction Ira
accordance with the reowlallons of the
t
* erf Wrel.la Pepartme.l ol Ta.atlo.

WI mSIUVI 1HI BIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIIS
NOT MSPONSULI TOR TYPOGRAPHIC OR PHOTO
GHAPHIC IRRORS. PniCIS IIIICTIVI ONIY AT THIS
LOCATION THAN* TOU POP, SHOPPING FA* MI It IACH
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THE • MS • WALK
FOR MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

"Walking 9n JfaMdimforta

Monday, Sept. 27, 1999

STUDENTS & FACULTY
Boost immunity for the flu and cold season
with fresh, freeze-dried Echinacea Juice Capsules,
one a day for general immune defense.
Equivalent to 6-9 ml fresh Echinacea Juice.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1999
The WALK starts at JMU...
Call 564-8403 for information

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE,
Ecclectic Institute Brand
Vegetarian
(1) 400 mg capsule is equal to
(8) 400 mg Echinacea capsules
of other companies' products.

WIN T-SHIRTS AND GIFT CERTIFICATES

PLUS...
• Top pledge-raising Individual
Top pledge-raising Team
Top pledge-average Team
Largest WALK Team
Drawing: $75+ pledge Walkers

Free Sheet/. Gasoline $100 Worth Each
"Ownership" of 1999 MS WALK Plaque
Free Domino's Pizza for 1 year
Free Mugs for every Team Member
Free Kay Jewelers Diamond Earrings

Also, take 20% off all other Herbs and Nutrients
in our Natural Health Section
2X a month on the days of your choice
Herbalist and Pharmacists available
to answer your questions.
We deliver!
MC/VISA

Willia on Hughes

KAY

Sheetz

)- 6 W EL E R S

1021 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
434-2372

THE LATEST SOUKDS...
THE BIGGEST SAVINGS!

m

INDIGO
GIRLS
Come On
Now Social
$13.99 CD

BEN HARPER &
THE INNOCENT
CRIMINALS
Burn To Shine
$12.99 CD

f IE. TMtm

*

Sat. 9am- 12pm

Harrisonburg's newest...

Tfte

TITLES OIM SALE NOW!
TORI AMOS
To Venus
&Back
$18.99
2 CD SET

Across from JMU
M-F 8:30am -6pm

Jppen"24houi

#

g/l££Ey
Welcomes you back to the area.
Come try us out &
see for yourself!

FILTER
Title of
Record
$12.99 CD

*

fAST & FRf£ SPfClALORDtR SfRVICC
LISTEN TO ANY CD BtFORf. YOU BUY!
CD's • LP's • cassettes • books • magazines
special orders • music accessories • hard to find labels
& imports • local & regional artists • open 7 days!

<v <?

4$

ABC on"

tVf PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR CDS FROM VQl/R OWN COLLSCTIOM!
In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-999
http://www.plan9music.com

■—
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Call us or Fax us
for your order.
HOURS: lUamio 10pm

10% off w/JAC Card

2430 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Phone 540-434-3518
Fax 540-434-2078
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THE • MS • WALK
FOR MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1999
Ihe WALK starts atJMU...
Call 564-8403 for information
WIN T-SHIRTS AND GIFT CERTIFICATES

PLUS...
Top pledge-raising Individual
Top pledge-raising Team
Top pledge-average Team
Largest WALK Team
Drawing: $75+ pledge Walkers

Free Sheetz Gasoline - $ I00 Worth Each
"Ownership" of 1999 MS WALK Plaque
Fiee Domino's Pizza for I year
Free Mugs for every Team Member
Free Kay Jewelers Diamond Earrings

KAY

[ Sheetz

J 6 VV E L E R S

#

TWduiwWprc**-

fopen24hours

tudy
Ubroad
in

KOREA

CHOOSING THE RIGHT
RETIREMENT COMPANY MAKES
ALL THE DIFFERENCE.
For over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has
been the leading retirement company
on America's campuses. But experience Is
just one reason why so many smart
Investors trust us with their financial
future. Here are a few more:

3.0 C9PA
To apply, or for more information, contact:
Cheryl Tobler
tobler@jmu.edu
\6273
//'J6±D Office of International Programs
\"i/ •

James Madrson University

HiUrmt EC 1KB. M«m«..b.ij. VI 2310?. T«l S40-S64-6«l» Tm 5*0-5611010. utuut»ulfl»>4>

the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries.2 So more of your money
goes where It should - toward ensuring
your future.

Easy diversification

With over $250 billion In assets under management. TIAA-CREF Is the world's largest

We offer a wide variety of expertly
managed investment options to help build

retirement organization - and among the

your assets. We make It simple, too, with
stock, bond, money market, real estate,
and guaranteed options.

most solid. It's one of the reasons why
Mornlngstar says, TIAA-CREF sets the
standard In the financial services Industry."'

Solid, long-term
performance
We seek out long-term opportunities that
other companies, In pursuit of quick gains,
often miss. Though past performance can't
guarantee future results, this patient philosophy has proven extremely rewarding.

Unrivaled service
We believe that our service distinguishes
us from every other retirement company.
In the most recent Dalbar survey,
TIAA-CREF ranks tops in participation
satisfaction.3
Call today to And out how TIAACREF can help you build the financial
future you want and deserve.

To find out more - give us
a call or visit our website

Ensuring the future
for those who shape ft."

"Requirement: Minimum

TIAA-CREF's operating costs are among

Superior strength

(and pay JMU tuition!)

Very limited spaces are available for
JMU's exchange program to Yonsei
University in Seoul, Korea for Spring
2000.

Surprisingly low expenses

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

;aro» Ma ■■»■ trnm F« _ mam «—*». MM* .~T- M -*—. <* i no M2 im-.«•■» CREF«*TIAAR»I E—
tmmm *•«■■■> R—i» mmtti w— y~»~" « mm tmrnj TWA CREF MMM —. mmmmm Swx™ ■a*aBCHr«aM»atfM>a>*l«1IM>jri
•OUMX. i»«,
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COMICS
Rantz - Austin Cramer

Strange Life - Stephen Mannix

I* 4*«t -+lhi* »/»•#/ i»v-i<v +1^
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Only the most trusted employees are granted
access to the secret room beneath D-hall

Monday Night
Football!
San Francisco vs. Arizona
Game Starts® 9pm

JWe
Featuring UPE/s vertj o*m*Adaro Corolla.'"

Weed Answers to i^our most
intimate questions?
>~Then this program is *for iikjrfl Just loolc-for the
LOVBLfNE boxes around campus to drop i^our
questions prior to the program then attend to
get all the answers i^ou have been looking -for'
Audience questions •ml be answered
btj a panel o-f experts.

Pizza Bar

$4.99
ABC ON!

Hours:
Sun -Thurs. 11 am-lain
Fri.& Sal. I lam-2am

433-0606

Monday September 2-^th
6tra-f ton St ova 11
Sponsored b^ the University Wealth Center
(Questions call x3SD3
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GRADUATE SCHOOL Of
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND PACIFIC STUDIES (Ut/PS)
UNIVERSITY Of CALIFORNIA. SAN DIEGO (UCSDI

llx/1 j has established itself as a leader in training people to
compete in the global arena. The 1998 program graduates are employed
in medialtclecommunications, international trade, manufacturing/high
technology, financial services, consulting, government and nonprofit
organizations.
The M.P.I.A. and PhD. are graduate degrees that focus on
business and policy issues facing the regions of the Pacific Rim
specifically the countries of Latin America, China, Japan, Korea,
and Southeast Asia.
For further information contact
Graduate School of International Relations k Pacific Studies
University of California, San Diego
9500 Gilman Drive

La Jolla, CA 92093-0520
Phone: (858) 534-5914 - Fax (858) 534-1135
Email: irps-apply®ucsd.edu
World Wide Web site: http://www-irps.ucsd.edu/

HELP WANTED
full Time c(- Tart Time positions available
Apply In person.
• I vii 243 oil' l-KI • 121 Pleasaol Valley ltd.

Positions Available:
• cooks
• servers
• dishwashers
• hostess
• night maintenance

Old Country Store

574-3099

I
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CLASSIFIEDS

'

FOR RENT
Brand Nsw Townhomej Available
immediately! 4 bedrooms, 2 1/2
Oaths. JMU Ethernet connections.
huge kitchen, microwave, full sue
w/d. For more information call
801-0660.
(or Rent ■ loMleidils calflill
Riner at 43*8800.
Room

Homecoming At Massanuttsn Spend week of October 22 - 29
enjoying golf, tennis, pool, spa,
activities in luxurious sleep 6
condo with kitchen, whirlpool.
$1 500 includes greens fees and
all activities. Call 906635O065.
January Sublet ■ Live in old church
converted duplex. One room
available. Wood floors, high
ceilings. Ask for Pete. James, or
Christi, 438-8330. Convenient
oldtown location.

FOR SALE
Handmade Paper Albums and
Frames - Gift & Thrift, 227 N. Main.
-

Phone Cards for Sato - 5 cents a
minute, anywhere in the USA.
phone cards. $10 card - 194 min.
$20 card 394 min. Call 434-2922.
Sofa for SaJ* • Sectional, love-seat
and couch $225. o.b.o. 801-0631.
1989 Ford Bronco II - 4WD. ps,
pb, 5 speed, black with gray
interior, looks great, runs excellent,
$3,200, o.b.o. 4338633.

HELP WANTED
Sl.500 Weekly Potential ■ mailing
our circulars. Free information. Call
202-452 5901.

BAH? MGT. INTERNSHIPS
INFO. SESSIONS
Open lo all majors
Wednesday. Oct. 13. 11:00 a.m..
11:30 a.m.. and noon

Showker Hall. Rm. 221
Get real Ufc experience this summer!
■MiautMUtonpainters.com
Sopromors/Junlor to do Secretarial telephone, computer skills. Desire
business major. For Friday and
Saturday work at small industrial
site. Approximately 20 hours per
week, must be available for full time
in summer. 433-7867,9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Excess* Opportunity - for additional
income! Part-time evenings. No
cold calling. Paid training.
Opportunity for advancement.
Great pay and benefits. 434-8750.
Fratsmrdss/Soeortts* and Student
Groups • Earn $1,000 - $2,000
with easy CIS Fund-raiser event.
No sales required. Fund-raiser
days are filling up. so call today.
Contact Joe, 16865224350.
PaMlntsmstBpAvalatsslnwnsdWs^to assist in the preparation of a
Housing/Urban Development
mandated plan. Potential credit
option. Contact James Deskins at
Harrisonburg/Redevelopment and
Housing Authority, 434-7386.
Driver's license Lost - or too many
points? Obtain an International
license that can never be
suspended or revoked. No DUIs.
Call 433-5177.
Small Start-up Newspaper - seeks
graphic designer with experience
and creativity. Hours and pay
negotiable. Call Chris or Wendy,
4326281.

Free Baby Boom Box - Plus earn
$1,200! Fund-raiser for student
groups and organizations. Earn up to
$4 per Master Card app. Call for
info or visit our website. Qualified
callers receive a FREE baby boom
box. 16009320528. ext. 119 or
ext. 125. www.ocmconcepts.com
Original Material Rock Band • seeks
an experienced bassist. Major
band influences include Nirvana,
Soundgarden and STP. Call 8288277
or e-mail plaguedog39aol.com if
interested.
Oafcs Assistant Maidid auiisilatety for brand new townhome community.
25-30 hours weekly. Must work
some weekends. Customer service
skills a must! Leasing or property
management experience helpful.
Call 8010660.
Sport. Assistant Position. AvaiaMe in Sports Media Relations
beginning immediately and through
the 1999-2000 school year.
Successful applicant will assist in
covering the 27 NCAA sports.
Weekend and night work required.
Writing experience preferred, but
not necessary. Applications
available in Sports Media Relations,
Godwin Hall room 220. No phone
calls. Deadline is October 4.
Attention CoNega Students - Local
company has immediate openings
for those students looking for
experience in customer relations,
marketing.
and
business
administration. Full and part time.
No experience necessary, will
train. $400 a week possible to
start. Openings are in set up,
service, and delivery department.
Applicant must be 18 years of age
or older, neat in appearance, and
ready to start work immediately.
433-9091.

SPRING BREAK 20O0
The Millenium
A new decade...nee in Travel
Kree trips. Free meals
Jamaica. Cancun. Florida.
Barbados. Bahamas
!U-,h brlurr Nov. 5 Ini
FlM Hula • 2 PIM Ulpal
I aOO«ae-7710/iniai>.ai/upl<i
Wl Pay Cash ■ for used or damaged
electronics. VCRs, TVs, home and
car stereo. PlayStations, etc. Call
Mike's Electronics. 4346800.
Latin Tutor
homeschooled
Latmae, level 2.
5 hours per week.

Needed - for
girl using Artes
Approximately 3 Call 4336661.

LOST & FOUND
Keys Found Near Hospital with bottle opener attached.
Call 434-6922.

SERVICES
SKYDTVEI 1 800 SKYDIVEI Come
see what hundreds of JMU students
have experienced at Skydive
Orange! One day first jump.
Complete information is on
hffp://www. skydi veor ange. com.
Laundry Services by Kim - Free
pick-up and delivery in town and on
campus. References available. Call
anytime, 249-1504.
Guitar Lessons - Beginner to
intermediate.
Theory
and
technique. $10/hr. Greg. 4354734.
Piano and Keyboard Lessons Beginner to intermediate. $17/hr.
Call Peanut (pager) 1600-9163959.

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing business
opportunities & wonVat-nome
opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau Inc.,

Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Tpurlslil 7 nights, as, hotel, free meats
from $399! 1 of 6 small businesses
recognized for outstanding ethics!
springbreaktravel. com
18006766386.

PERSONALS

at 1^00533-5501.

SPRING BREAK
Sprint Break 2000 with STS - Join
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas cruises, and Florida.
Now hiring on campus reps. Call
1 800 6464849 or visit on-line at
www.ststrave/.com.
Early Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise 5 days
$279! Includes most meals!
Awesome beaches, mghtkfe! Panama
City. Daytona, South Beach, Florida
$129! springbreaktravelcom
16006786386.
Free Trips and Cash) Spring Break
2000. StudenfCify.com is looking
for highly motivated students to
promote Spring Break 2000!
Organize a small group and travel
free! Top campus reps can earn
a free trip and over $10,000!
Choose from Cancun, Jamaica,
or Nassau! Book trips on-line.
Log in and win free stuff. Sign up
now on-line! www.SfudtenfC/fy.com
1600293-1443.

To Our Baby Phi's - "The only way
to find who you are is to go to the
place where you don't have to be
anyone else!" Love, Apha Phi.
Adoption - Warm, loving couple
unable to have second child seeks
newborn to love and nurture. Can
pay medical, legal expenses.
Make our dream come true. Call
toll free 1677-237-0144.
Adoption - Loving, childless couple
wishes to adopt infant. Happy
home near parks and excellent
schools. Can help with medical/
legal expenses. Please call Michelle
or Dave. 1800 366 1087. Lets
help each other.
Adoption - Pregnant? Do you have
a friend who is pregnant? We are a
loving and caring family who would
be overjoyed t welcome a
Caucasian baby into our home. We
want to adopt a baby and we will
give a baby a bright future filled
with love. Please call us toll free at
1 888 2467557 or e-mail us at
sunnydaybaby&hotmail. com.
Thanks a bundle!

Spring Break 20001 Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida, &
South Padre. Call USA Spring
Break for a free brochure and
rates and ask how you can go for
free! 1686777 4642.
www.usaspringbreak.com

Place a Classified Ad in
The Breeze

"Where Buyer Meets Bargain"

Place your Breeze classified ad today!

$2.50 for the first 10 words
$2.00 for each additional 10

5686127
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ONE TOPPING!
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Not valid with any other offer. No coupon necessary.

i

9

DOUBLE CHEESEYBREAD

PIZZA PANIC

2 Mediums 1 -Topping

DOUBLE CHEESEYBREAD

MEDIUM TWO TOPPING PIZZA

2 Medium Pizzas with Mopping

w/sauce!

& 2 Free Cokes OR Breadsticks

5♦

99

medium order

No coupon necessary

&

7*

99

10.99
&

Choose from Hand Tossed,
Thin Crust, or Deep Dish
No coupon necessary

No i oupon necessary

**m
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